Borzoi Club of America
Year National Specialty

April 19-24, 2004
Kings Island, Ohio

JUDGES

Dog Classes & Triathlon Competition: Mr. Kent Delaney
Bitch Classes: Mr. James Heard
Non-Regular, Intersex & Best of Breed: Dr. Gerda Maria Kennedy
Obedience Classes: Mr. Frank Nemeth
Junior Showmanship Competition & 6-9 Puppy Bitch Regular Class: Mrs. Carol Spritzer
Puppy & Veteran Sweeps: Mr. Ron Williams
Futurity Classes: Mrs. Jennifer Beach-Buda

Best of Breed
CH. ONTIME RED SKY AT NIGHT
HM742542/03. 11/14/97. Breeder: Susan Sills
By Ch. Sundown’s Storms Brewin – Stillwater V Unclouded Day
Owners: Robin Casey and Susan Sills (Dog)
**Best of Opposite Sex**

**CH. MAJENKIR SOLARA**

HM807624/01. 11/23/98. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir Arctic Blitz – Ch. Majenkir April O’Avalyn
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona (Bitch)

---

**Best of Winners / Winners Dog / 1st Open Dog**

**J.A.Y. JP RAIGA AT MEYTA**

HM938470/01. 11/9/99. Breeder: Jay Ito
By Ch. Meyta’s Dostoyevski – Ch. Seabury’s Lauralei
Owner: Laura Hyatt
Award of Merit

**CH. MONARCH SYLVAN ZORRO**
HM921222/06. 9/4/00. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale and Tammy and Shawn Smith
By Ch. Oaklara Shadow of the Moon – Ch. Monarch Chrystal Chandelier
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale (Dog)

Award of Merit

**CH. AVALYN METALLIC DRAGAN**
HM704986/01. 6/4/97. Breeders: Lynne and Mike Bennett
By Ch. Majenkir Nakai Ta Chee – Ch. Majenkir Metalica
Owners: Lynne and Mike Bennett (Dog)
Award of Merit

CH. OSDOW AV FJASCHO
HN006803/01, 2/3/02. Breeder: Bjarte Lien
By Coverdale’s Dimitroff – Fjora Av Fjascho
Owner: Karen Murray (Dog)

Award of Merit

DC RISING STAR KALIPSO, SC
HP014484/04, 5/20/02. Breeder: Nadine Johnson
By Ch. Rising Star Nikolaiev – Ch. Rising Star Nofretary
Owners: R. Lynn Shell, Victor Whitlock and Nadine Johnson (Dog)
Award of Merit

CH. STARAJA RUSSA BIANCA KORSAKOV
HM941970/01. 10/07/00. Breeders: Susanna and Kristiina Voutilainen
By Darbaschan’s Scotch Amber – Borscana Helter Skelter
Owner: Jane M. Bishop (Bitch)

Award of Merit

CH. KATZ NIGHT ‘N PAISLEY
HP013579/01. 6/21/02. Breeder: Kitty G. Sawyer
By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – CH. Wyvern Rush ‘N Style of Kameoz
Owners: Kitty G. Sawyer (Bitch)
Award of Merit

CH. SOYARA’S CHANTILLY LACE, JC
HM763234/03. 12/19/97. Breeders: Prudence Hlatky and Sabrina Rhodes
By Ch. Rossak of Enfield – Ch. Soyara’s Misleading Lady Esar
Owners: Prudence and Dr. Gregory Hlatky (Bitch)

Award of Merit

CH. SIRIUS REACH FOR THE STARS
HM830751/05. 4/24/99. Breeder: LaVonne Novakofski
By Ch. Rising Star Centurion – Ch. Sirius Auroral’s Ruby B, CGC
Owner: LaVonne Novakofski (Bitch)
Award of Merit

CH ZABAVA WINTER PALACE
HM791066/01. 9/20/98. Breeders: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra
By Ch. Mariza Brother Karamazov – Brusnichka Nevskhia
Owners: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra (Dog)

Award of Merit / Best Veteran / 1st 7-10 Dog

DC TÉINE WINDMASTER OF FOXWOOD, SC
HM602066/07. 10/16/95. Breeders: Katrina Averill and Dennis and Andrea Badke
By Ch. Tobiah Téine Mahogany Rush, JC – Ch. Khanzade’s Candle Light
Owners: Dr. C. Moyer, Dr. K. Brunarski and Dr. A. Midgarden
**Best Bred By Exhibitor / 1st Bred By Exhibitor Dog**

**RAYNBO’S ARCTIC PRINCE**

HN002120/05, 4/29/02. Breeders: Roni and Jennifer Zucker

By Ch. Majenkir My Castiron O’Avalyn – Ch. Raynbo’s Fairy Tale Princess, SC

Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker

---

**Best Puppy in Classes / Reserve Winners Dog / 1st 9-12 Puppy Dog**

**SEABURY’S CABARET**

HP059523/02, 5/9/03. Breeder: Dr. James Sillers, DVM

By Ch. Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Seabury’s Morning Light

Owner: Pat Hardy
Reserve Winners Bitch

MAJENKIR MILOVNA

HM992988/01. 1/8/02. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir Novik Mily – Ch. Majenkir Tzelena
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Winners Bitch / 1st Open Bitch

REGIUS ROHNOKE MOONCHILD

HM816779/03. 11/17/98. Breeder: Doreen Carlstad
By Ch. Koroba’s Yukon Gold – Ch. Regius Twice Thrilling, JC
Owners: Joel and Camelle Chaney
Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 1st
PORCELAIN’S EROL V MELOCKOFF
HP086384/04. 9/29/03. Breeder: Margaret Picone
By Ch. Entwood Ivan Grozny, JC – Ch. Phaedra Juliet V Porcelain
Owner: Gale D. Snoddy

Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 2nd
WIND ‘N SATIN TY SLEZI OF DOSHD
HP072332/05. 9/3/03. Breeder: Mary Childs
By Ch. Osdow Au Fjascho, JC x DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Kaa, SC, LCM
Owner: Mary Childs

Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 3rd
SYLVAN ARMATURA
HP064935/05. 8/16/03. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale
By Ch. Sylvan Philosopher’s Stone – Ch. Seabury’s Celtic Moonbeam
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 4th
IOURY KALINOW
HP089079/01. 8/18/03. Breeders: Robert and Silvia Kalinowski
By Kuskaya’s Arak – Starborough Fait Accompli
Owner: Pamela Jo Leichtnam

DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 - OTHER ENTRIES

ASTARA ZLATKI OF FOLLY QUARTERS’. HP071316/02. 8/29/03.
Breeder: Carvey Graves. By Ch. Astara’s Lasting Impression of Lido –
Kyrov Ever Luminous of Astara. Owner: Margaret E. Rice

KYROV’S CRIMINAL KISS. HP075232/01. 9/19/03/ Breeder: Amy
L. Sorbie. By Ch. Chataqua’s Sparkle of Kyrov – Ch. Windlord’s
Radiance of Kyrov. Owner: Amy L. Sorbie

WIND ‘N SATIN TUCK EVERLASTING. HP080833/02. 9/21/03.
Breeders: Gwen Little and Mary Childs. By Ch. Morozova’s Rockwell,
JC – Wind ‘n Satin Just A Rumor, JC. Owner: Lisa Beth DeChaby

HUNTERS RUN JAZZTIME. HP069973/07. 7/26/03. Breeders: James
H. and Susan McCartney. By Ch. Warwind Jazz City Blues – Po
Dusham Heart and Soul. Owners: Kathryn H. and James F. Wright

ASTARA RAYNBO’S LUSH LIFE. HP070587/04. 9/18/03. Breeder:
Carvey Graves. By Ch. Raynbo’s Tsarkhan, JC – Kyrov Ever Efervesnt
of Astara. Owners: Therese and John Healy & Jennifer Zucker

STILLWATER ME TOO. HP083725/05. 8/27/03. Breeder: Charles
Tyson. By Stillwater Country Cuz – Stillwater Blue Tail Fly. Owner:
Charles Tyson

WIND ‘N SATIN TY SLEZI OF VETER. HP072332/01. 9/3/03.
Breeder: Mary Childs. By Ch. Osdow av Fjascho, JC – DC Wind ‘n
Satin Ty Kaa, SC, Owner: Aaron Rowlette and M. Childs

ARIA’S THE QUIET MAN. HP077881/06. 9/27/03. Breeders: Rita M.
Linck and Richard Mason Terry. By Ch. Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyrov,
SC – Ch. Kyrov’s Pyxis of Bartok. Owners: Rita M. Linck and Richard
Mason Terry

AVALON QUANTUM LEAP. HP069222/01. 8/26/03. Breeder: Sandra
Moore. By Ch. Avalon Celtic Cross – Stillwater British Echo. Owner:
Sandra Moore

MEYTA’S MARCHE DU MONDE. HP082918/02. 9/25/03. Breeder:
aura Hyatt. By Ch. J.A.Y. JP Raijin at Meyta – Meyta’s Godiva at
Chihawk. Owner: Laura Hyatt

HUNTERS RUN JAZZ MOVES. HP069973/03. 7/26/03. Breeders: James
H. and Susan L. McCarthy. By Warwind Jazz City Blues – Po
Dusham Heart and Soul. Owners: Susan and James H. McCarthy

KINobi ALLSTAR OF ATTAWAY. HP078805/03. 9/30/03. Breeder:
Rebecca Peters-Campbell. By Silkenswift Black Aster, SC – Ch. Kyrov
Kinobi Dancing Star, JC. Owners: Melissa J. Pearce and Rebecca
Peters-Campbell

Continued on page 18
Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 1st / RWD / Best Puppy
SEABURY’S CABARET
HP059523/02. 5/9/03. Breeder: Dr. James Sillers, DVM
By Ch. Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Seabury’s Morning Light
Owner: Pat Hardy

Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 2nd
VITRINA ROCKY ROAD TO JUSTICE
HP062163/01. 7/7/03. Breeder: Valori Vig Trantanella
By Vitrina Rocky Mountain High – Ch. Vritina L’Étoile du Nord
Owner: Valori Vig Trantanella

Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 3rd
VENTO DANZA POSEIDON
HP052768/06. 6/23/03. Breeders: D. Burkholder, R. Silguero and C. Judd
By DC Gladkii Veter Lightning Bolt, SC – Ch. Gladkii Veter Mystic Fire
Owner: D. Burkholder

Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 4th
LEICRO’S RUSSIAN ZTARSTRIKE
HP064091/04. 4/29/03. Breeders: Conny and Lillemor Croneryd
By LeiCro’ s Russian Zwatykopf – LeiCro’ s Russian Ztepflower
Owners: Gale D. Snoddy and Lillemor Croneryd

DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 - OTHER ENTRIES
TZIRINA ROYAL FIREWORKS SV’SHIN. HP048528/05. 5/27/03.
Breeders: Rhea and Jasper Russo. By Borscana Taur Urgas – Svora
High Echelon, JC. Owner: Terry Ann Doane

HH SKY RUN ROAD TRIP. HP063961/02. 7/11/03. Breeders: Paul
and Christine Danker and Barbara Skinner. By Korsakov’s Music Man
White Sage, JC x Ch. Sky Run Catera, CDX, AX, AXJ. Owners: Dave
and Margie Milne and Barbara Skinner

VENTO DANZA ASURA. HP052768/07. 6/23/03. Breeders: D.
Burkholder, R. Silguero and C. Judd. By DC Gladkii Veter Lightning
Bolt, SC – Ch. Gladkii Veter Mystic Fire. Owner: D. Burkholder

INVERNESS REIGN OF AMBERWIND. HP050959/03. 6/13/03.
Breeder: Elizabeth A. Coney, DVM. By AmberWind The Highlander –
Lothlorien Bette Zephyr’s Reach. Owner: Susan Mallonee

LEGENDE’S E-PRINCE IRON HORSE. HP049289/11. 4/23/03.
Breeder: Patricia Sargeant, DDS. By Ch. Quiessence Rush N’ On Time –
Ch. Staraja Russa B’Nesa Legende, JC. Owner: Patricia Sargeant, DDS

HEMLOCK HOLLOW FIRST FLIGHT. HP063961/01. 7/11/03.
Breeders: Paul and Christine Danker and Barbara Skinner. By
Korsakov’s Music Man White Sage, JC x Ch. Sky Run Catera, CDX,
AX, AXJ. Owners: Christine and Paul Danker

TZIRINA SEVEN GOTHIC TALES. HP048528/02. 5/27/03. Breeders:
Rhea and Jasper Russo. By Borscana Taur Urgas, JC – Svora High
Echelon, JC. Owners: Rhea and Jasper Russo

INVERNESS KEEN. HP050959/01. 6/13/03. Breeder: Elizabeth A.
Coney, DVM. By AmberWind The Highlander – Lothlorien Bette
Zephyr’s Reach. Owner: Marilyn and Dick Poole

SEABURY’S SPLENDIFEROUS. HP059523/03. 5/9/03. Breeder: Dr.
James Sillers, DVM. By Ch. Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Seabury’s
Morning Light. Owner: Jan Saab

LEGENDE’S E-ARCHDUKE IMPERIAL. HP049289/03. 4/23/03.
Breeder: Patricia Sargeant, DDS. By Ch. Quiessence Rush N’ On Time –
Ch. Staraja Russa B’Nesa Legende, JC. Owner: Patricia Sargeant, DDS

VENTO DANZA AUSTRI. HP052768/03. 6/23/03. Breeders: Roy
Silguero, D. Burkholder and Curt Judd. By DC Gladkii Veter Lightning
Bolt, SC – Ch. Gladkii Veter Mystic Fire. Owners: Roy Silguero and D.
Burkholder

SIREN SONG BACK IN THE USSR. HP072727/01. 6/19/03. Breeder:
Continued on page 18
Dogs, 12 months and under 18 - 1st
TIMATUCK KHANZADE KARMA
HP045322/02. 1/18/03. Breeders: Marcia Timmins and Katrina Averill
By Ch. Echovesna Zorro – Khanzade’s Winter Olympic Gold
Owner: Karen Thier

Dogs, 12 months and under 18 - 2nd
TIMATUCK ECHOVESNA CHOSEN
HP045322/05. 1/18/03. Breeders: Marcia Timmins and Katrina Averill
By Ch. Echovesna Zorro – Khanzade’s Winter Olympic Gold
Owner: Harriet J. Goldner

Dogs, 12 months and under 18 - 3rd
KISHNIGA’S LOVE’S LABOUR LOST AT HI TOR
HN011644/07. 12/05/02. Breeders: Patti Coles and Margery Armstrong
By Ch. Kishniga’s The Tempest – Rokaro’s Heaven Sent
Owners: Patti Coles and Dr. Richard Meen

Dogs, 12 months and under 18 - 4th
MAJENKIR MY CROSSFIRE
HP042918/03. 3/4/03. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir My Way – Majenkir Mirabella
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

DOGS, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 18 - OTHER ENTRIES
SHEFARO FABIANA’S ARIES. HP057163/02. 4/5/03. Breeder: Sherry F. Rodarmor. By Ch. Zchatsaj’s Shefaro Guillermo – Ch. Shefaro Marino’s Fabiana. Owner: Carol A. Olson
KIROV DANCE TO MUSIC AT H.P. HP044151/08. 4/8/03. Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing. By DC Windrift Believe in Magic, SC – Ch. Kirov Monoceros, SC. Owners: Anne and Walter Ford
AZUMA ECHOVESNA NHERITHE WIND. HP040207/01. 1/26/03. Breeders: Sharon E. Johnson and David A. Gordon. By Ch. Kishniga Echovesna Test Pilot – Ch. Azuma Brave New World, JC, NA, NAJ. Owner: Harriet J. Goldner
ARIA’S CRY HAVOC. HP046768/03. 4/14/03. Breeders: Richard Terry, Rita Linck and Marion Heise. By Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyrov, SC x Ch. Viktor’s Rhapsody in Blue at Cameo. Owners: G. & R. Barden
SVORA’S SENTINEL. HP044785/01. 3/2/03. Breeder: Shirley Barrett. By Ch. Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyrov, SC – Ch. Babotjka’s Fantaziya, JC. Owners: Shirley and Michael McFadden
STARDUST’S WHOLE LOTTA LOVE. HP042702/02. 3/14/03. Breeders: Diane T. and Walton Clement III. By Ch. P.O.S.H. Fairbanks of the Wild Hunt, JC – Ch. Stardust’s Moonage Daydream. Owners: Diane T. and Walton Clement III

Continued on page 18
Dogs, Novice - 1st
SECRET GARDEN WALK ON WATER
HP057702/04. 5/10/03. Breeder: Mary Moran-Richter
By Ch. Secret Garden Living Water – Secret Garden Noel
Owner: Mary Moran-Richter

Dogs, Novice - 2nd
KANSAI’Z GET IT IN WRITING
HN004297/04. 8/19/02. Breeders: M. Childs, K. Murray and M. Armstrong
By Kansai’z Grande Isle, JC – Rokaro Infanta Ikona
Owners: Barbara Podvin and Karen Murray

Dogs, Novice - 3rd
FC TÉINE FIREBIRD VANISHING POINT
HM989269/03. 11/28/01. Breeders: Anne Midgarden, DVM and Corrine Miller
By Ch. Firebird Mirthful Flight – NFC Téine Mayberry Tesseract
Owner: Anne Midgarden, DVM

Dogs, Novice - 4th
VERA’S MAGIC HAPPENS AT STERLING, CD
HM959458/02. 3/26/01. Breeders: Jean E. Brauner and K. Boro
By Falconcrag Orestes – Vera’ s Lord Have Mercy, CD
Owners: Jean and Lisa Brauner, Lisa Cole and G. Schmid

DOGS, NOVICE - OTHER ENTRIES

LOTHLORIEN LUKE THE JEDI. HM959384/01. 6/5/01. Breeder: Katie Kaltenborn. By Ch. Amberwind’s Fire in the Dark, SC – Lothlorien Bette Zephyr’s Reach. Owner: Katie Kaltenborn


CAZIMIR’S IRISH TREASURE. HP024723/02. 8/27/02. Breeders: Trudi Jensen and Amy Sorbie. By Cazimir’s Duet in the Sun –

Cazimir’s Una Birklitza. Owners: Pamela Buffington and Amy Sorbie

SOYARA’S A SHADE OF DIFFERENCE. HM897005/02. 5/28/00. Breeders: Prudence Hlatky, Karen Shepard and Mary Mazur. By Ch. Soyara’s Titan of Blackmoor, JC – Ch. Soyara’s Mystical Dream, JC. Owners: Prudence and Dr. Gregory Hlatky
Dogs, Bred By Exhibitor - 1st
RAYNO’S ARCTIC PRINCE
HN00212005. 4/29/02. Breeders: Roni and Jennifer Zucker
By Ch. Majenkir My Castiron O’Avalyn – Ch. Raynbo’s Fairy Tale Princess, SC. Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker

Dogs, Bred By Exhibitor - 2nd
TÉINE ALL THE RAGE
HP000268/01. 1/25/02. Breeder: Anne Midgarden
By Ch. Téine Dreams to Share – Ch. Téine Abracadabra
Owner: Anne Midgarden, DVM

Dogs, Bred By Exhibitor - 3rd
MAJENKIR NEARCTIC
HM992988/03. 1/8/02. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By CH. Majenkir Novik Mily – Ch. Majenkir Tzelena
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

DOGS, BRED BY EXHIBITOR - OTHER ENTRIES
RADOST JACOBS WELL DEL VIENTO TR. HP049706/04. 3/7/03.

MUFASA’S TELL ME SOMETHIN GOOD. HM799955/02. 11/24/98.


DEL SOL LORD OF THE DANCE, JC. HN008460/01. 8/22/02.

MAJENKIR ZAVYET ZAKH AT MIKAJE. HM987308/07. 12/4/01.

Continued on page 19
Conformation

Dogs, American Bred - 1st

DAR MOREV'S BRASS HAWK
HM967470/05. 5/27/01. Breeder: Barbara Solga
By Ch. Morgandell Auburn Sierra – Ch. Dar Morev’s Madcap Minuet
 Owners: Melissa J. Pearce and Rebecca Peters-Campbell

Dogs, American Bred - 2nd

STARDUST’S KURAZH OF MANDOLIN
HN003037/01. 7/12/02. Breeders: Diane and Walton Clement III
By Ch. Mandolin-Moorland Stravinsky – Ch. Stardust’s Moonage Daydream
 Owners: Pat Hardy and Diane and Walton Clement III

Dogs, American Bred - 3rd

BLUESPIN’S THE MALTESE FALCON, JC
By FC Mufasa Midnite O’Silkenswift, SC – Entwood Catherine Velikaya
 Owners: Dr. G. L. Thiele and C. D. Greene

Dogs, American Bred - 4th

SEABURY MOONLIT CORVETTE
HM998161/04. 3/8/02. Breeder: Dr. James Sillers
By Ch. J.A.Y. Seabury JP Japaneski Bokhara – Ch. Seabury Celtic Moonbeam
 Owners: John and Lorrie Scott

Dogs, American Bred - Other Entries

KANSAI'S ISLAND RUMOR, CD. HM780065/02. 7/16/98. Breeders: Karen Murray and Rebecca Smith. By Ch. Wind’n Satin Komazuar – Ch. Adair N Hug Chanel, CD, JC. Owner: Pam Kilby


TÉINE INFERNO. HP019454/05. 7/3/02. Breeder: Anne Midgarden, DVM. By Aviann Captain Zodiac – Téine Midknight Hellfire. Owners: Donna Bokar and Anne Midgarden, DVM


Continued on page 19
Dogs, Open - 1st
J.A.Y. JP RAIGA AT MEYTA
HM938470/01, 11/9/99. Breeder: Jay Itô
By Ch. Meyta’s Dostoyevski – Ch. Seabury’s Lauralei
Owner: Laura Hyatt

Dogs, Open - 2nd
MAJENKIR MY MY
HM936061/06, 9/24/00. Breeders: Karen and Dr. Howard Spey
By Ch. Majenkir My Way – Ch. Majenkir Tsunshine at Bookstor
Owner: Kay S. Collins

Dogs, Open - 3rd
TIARRA’S REMBRANDT
Owners: Kathy and William Norelli

Dogs, Open - 4th
TUFFTOO AMADEUS
HM961823/06, 6/19/01. Breeders: Ernie Cheely and Susan E. Aye
By Ch. Zimistraija Mozart Play For SV’Shin, JC – Tuff Allthatjazz of Dacha
Owners: Joyce M. Mabry and Morgan Bishop

DOGS, OPEN - OTHER ENTRIES

IZVESTIA’S FOREVER PHOENIX. HM852741/01, 7/18/97. Breeder: Dianne Clitheroe. By Ch. Seabury’s Sans Souci – Izvestia’s Andreya. Owner: Dianne Clitheroe

Continued on page 20
**Dogs, 6 months and under 9 continued from page 11**

WIND ’N SATIN TY SLEZI OF ZEMNY. HP072332/03. 9/3/03. Breeder: Mary Childs. By Ch. Osdow Au Fjascho, JC x DC Wind ’n Satin Ty Kao, SC. LCM. Owner: Mary Childs

AVALON RIGHT TEMPTATION. HP074999/03. 8/29/03. Breeders: Mary Childs and Sandra Moore. By AuDruid Brennan’s Thorium of Ryhka – Avalon’s Colloden Heather. Owner: Mary Childs


SIR LANCELOT OF PARADISE. HP081218/02. 9/10/03. Breeders: Mary Childs


SIR LANCELOT OF PARADISE. HP081218/02. 9/10/03. Breeders: Todd and Toby Brandtman. By Ch. Sylvan Seabury Virago x Ch. Royale Shalimar of Kyrov. Owners: Todd and Toby Brandtman and Joe and Maggie Michael

**AE** STARAJA RUSSA ETAN REVELSTONE. FIN45019/03 (Finland). 9/26/03. Breeders: Susanna and Kristina Voutilainen. By Staraja Russa Andrej – Darbaschan’s Lovly Godiva. Owners: Janice McMinn and Jean Patten

**AE** HUNTERS RUN THE JAZZ MAN. HP069973/06. 7/26/03. Breeders: James H. and Susan L. McCarthy. By Warwind Jazz City Blues – Po Dusham Heart and Soul. Owners: Susan and James H. McCartney

**AE** RENAISSANCE SWORD IN THE STONE. HP066913/07. 8/9/03. Breeder: Chris Swilley. By Ch. Wind ’n Satin Komazuar – Ch. Virshina Renaissance Topaz. CD. Owner: Chris Swilley

**AE** SHEFARO VIDA’S RODEO. HP083149/01. 8/29/03. Breeders: Sherry Faye Rodarmor and Amanda Gibney. By Ch. Lhaghana Darnilo of Zarina – Shefaro’s Mi Vida Loca. Owner: Sherry Faye Rodarmor

**AE** RENAISSANCE CRYSTAL CAVE. HP066913/02. 8/9/03. Breeder: Chris Swilley. By Ch. Wind ’n Satin Komazuar – Ch. Virshina Renaissance Topaz. CD. Owner: Chris Swilley

**AE** RENAISSANCE RED STAR O’PENDRAGON. HP066913/06. 8/9/03. Breeder: Chris Swilley. By Ch. Wind ’n Satin Komazuar – Ch. Virshina Renaissance Topaz. CD. Owner: Debby Meyer

**AE** KINOBi STARFLEET. HP078805/05. 9/30/03. Breeder: Rebecca Peters-Campbell. By Silkenswift Black Aster, SC – Ch. Kyrov Kinobi Dancing Star, JC. Owner: Rebecca Peters-Campbell

**Dogs, 9 months and under 12 continued from page 12**

Stephen Sims. By Stillwater Twist of Fate – Stillwater Song of Songs. Owner: Stephen Sims

NEW MOON KING’S RANSOM. HP065310/12. 7/7/03. Breeders: Cynthia Lastauckas, Susan Sills and Katrina Averill. By Ch. Valeska Kings Stand Aside – Ch. OnTime Thru a Glass Darkly. Owners: Cynthia Lastauckas and S. Sills

DOLINA ISLANDS IN THE STREAM. HP050670/03. 6/15/03. Breeder: Susan Jacobs. By Ch. Adrienne I’ve Seen That Movie – Ch. SarShanSa Sumatron. Owner: Daniel Radford

SECRET GARDEN ARKHANGEL. HP057702/03. 5/10/03. Breeder: Mary Moran-Richter. By Ch. Secret Garden Living Water – Secret Garden Noel. Owner: Mary Moran-Richter

AVIANN ABSOLUTE CELEBRATION. HP066773/03. 9/19/03. Breeder: Viann Clements. By Ch. Aviann Occum’s Razor – Aviann Butterfly Kiss. Owner: Viann Clements

LEGENDE’S E-EMPEROR OF ALL CZARS. HP049289/08. 4/23/03. Breeder: Patricia Sargeant, DDS. By Ch. Quessence Rush N’ On Time – Ch. Staraja Russa B’Nesa Legende. JC. Owner: Patricia Sargeant, DDS

AURORAL’S ACROSS TIME SIRIUS. HP048344/06. 5/19/03. Breeder: LaVonne Novakowski. By Ch. P.O.S.H. Echovesna’s Isaiev – Ch. Sirius Reach For The Stars. Owners: Jon and Jennifer Steele

**AE** SHEFARO TATIANA MAESTRO FLASH. HP061988/05. 5/12/03. Breeder: Sherry Faye Rodarmor. By Shefaro Alejandro’s Flash – Shefaro Amadeo’s Tatiana. Owner: Sherry Faye Rodarmor

**AE** JUBILEE HALLEL’S ROCKET. HP062655/01. 5/28/03. Breeders: Cynthia and Paul Gredys. By Ch. Wind ’n Satin Komazuar – Ch. Kyrov’s Jubilante Hallelujah. Owners: Dawn and Jeff Hall

**AE** TIERRA PINA CAYENNE. HP060711/03. 6/14/03. Breeder: Cynthia Lastauckas, Susan Sills and Katrina Averill. By Ch. Valeska Kings Stand Aside – Ch. OnTime Thru a Glass Darkly. Owners: Cynthia Lastauckas and S. Sills

**AE** INVERNESS HAVOC. HP059059/05. 6/13/03. Breeder: Elizabeth A. Coney, DVM. By AmberWind The Highlander – Lothlorien Bette Zephyr’s Reach. Owner: Dr. Elizabeth A. Coney


**AE** RADOST TAZEB JASPER DEL VIENTO. HP049706/05. 3/8/03. Breeders: Barbara Binder and Lynda Gillaspey. By Ch. Kenai’s Aldebaran – Ch. Santa Clara del Viento, JC. Owners: Elizabeth Whitehead and Lynda Gillaspey

**Dogs, 9 months and under 12 continued from page 11**


WARWINDS NIGHT MOVES. HP047111/01. 3/4/03. Breeders: Barbara Tyler Lord, Frederick Lord, DVM and Joe Lord. By Ch. Warwinds Lion Sleeps Tonight – Ch. Warwind Just My Imagination. Owners: Barbara Tyler Lord, Frederick Lord, DVM and Joe Lord


**CONFORMATION**


MONARCH RIDE THE RAIL. HP014623/01. 5/20/02. Breeders: Sheryl Gresser and Sheryl Gresser. By Ch. Tatezi Crzyhorse Wind ‘n Satin – Stillwater Fly With Me. Owner: Sheryl Gresser


TATEZI SHINE ON CRZY DIAMOND. HM980175/01. 6/29/01. Breeders: Lynne M. Gillespie and Nancy G. Katsareas. By Cazimir’s Duel in the Sun – Cazimir’s Una Birkltiza. Owner: Marcia Timmins


TÉINE KISS THE DRUMMER, CD, SC. HM863609/05. 11/7/99. Breeders: Anne Midgarden, DVM. By DC Téine Windmuster of Foxwood, SC – Ch. Meyta’s Donya. Owner: Teresa J. Burks, DVM


AXIOM JOZEF. HP069958/10. 1/14/02. Breeders: Angela Berger. By Ch. Lara’s Stairway to Heaven – Axiom Agnst the Wind. Owner: Angela Berger

AVIANN RADOZNY RED OCTOBER. HM978490/03. 7/20/01. Breeders: Pam Hall and Viann Clements. By Ch. Aviann Occum’s Razor – Ch. Radozny Kalizsa. Owner: Viann Clements

LAUREATE ADR’N TAKE A BOW AT OZ. HN005984/03. 9/6/02. Breeders: Monica E. Barry and Janis A. Leikam. By Ch. Blackmoor Dust in the Wind – Ch. Adrienne Serenade in Blue. Owners: Janice and Richard Butkowsky


WOLF RIDGE PROPHETS DREAM. HP029445/03. 7/22/01. Breeders: Pauline Eldred. By Ch. Wolf Ridge Byzantine Fyre – Marquesa Von Goldhof. Owner: Robert Wimberg

AVALON OCTOBER FIRES. HP022952/01. 8/24/02. Breeders: Sandra Moore. By Ch. Zabava Winter Berry, JC. Owners: Karen and Kalen Dumke

WARWINDS NIGHT TRAIN. HP047111/04. 3/4/03. Breeders: Barbara Tyler Lord, Frederick Lord, DVM and Joe Lord. By Ch. Warwinds Lion Sleeps Tonight – Ch. Warwind Just My Imagination. Owners: Barbara Tyler Lord, Frederick Lord, DVM and Joe Lord

CONFORMATION


TÉINE FIRE AND BRIMSTONE. HP019454/06. 7/3/02. Breeder: Anne Midgarden, DVM. By Aviani Captain Zodiac – Téine Midknight Hellfire. Owner: Teresa J. Burks, DVM


VIEWGAFIDEILO. HP01660/03. 3/30/02. Breeders: Yvette and David Yatcilla. By Agridor Salto of Brondy – Agridor Dulcinea. Owner: Colette M. Smith

Bitches, 6 months and under 9 continued from page 21

ISKRA KALINOW. HP080792/02. 8/18/03. Breeders: Robert and Silvia Kalinowski. By Kuskaya’s Arak of Kalinow – Starbourogh Fait Accompli. Owner: Susan M. Motisi

PORCEILAIN JEWEL OF IMARI. HP086384/03. 9/29/03. Breeder: Margaret Picone. By Ch. Entwood Ivan Grozny, JC – Ch. Phaedra Juliet V. Porcelain. Owner: Marcia Obregon

LADY GUINEVERE OF PARADISE VALLEY. HP081218/01. 9/10/03. Breeders: Todd and Toby Brandtman. By Ch. Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Ch. Royale Shalimar of Kyrov, CD, JC. Owners: Joe and Maggie Michael and Todd and Toby Brandtman

KINOBI DARK STAR. HP078805/06. 9/30/03. Breeder: Rebecca Peters-Campbell. By Silkenswift Black Aster, SC – Ch. Kyrov Kinobi Dancing Star, JC. Owner: Rebecca Peters-Campbell

ASTARA’S HEART AND SOUL. HP071316/03. 8/29/03. Breeder: Carvey Graves. By Ch. Astara’s Lasting Impression Lido – Kyrov ever Luminous of Astara. Owner: Sue Hickman


AVIANI COMPASS ROSE. HP066773/02. 9/19/03. Breeder: Viann Clements. By Ch. Avianii Occum’s Razor – Avianii Butterfly Kiss. Owner: Viann Clements


SHEFARO KYRIE’S CIRCLE. HP083149/02. 8/29/03. Breeders: Sherry Faye Rodarmor and A. Gibney. By Ch. Lhaghana Darnilo of Zarina – Shefaro’s Mi Vida Loca. Owner: Sherry Faye Rodarmor

SHEFARO VIDA’S PALOMA. HP079319/03. 8/29/03. Breeders: Sherry Faye Rodarmor and A. Gibney. By Ch. Lhaghana Darnilo of Zarina – Shefaro’s Mi Vida Loca. Owner: Sherry Faye Rodarmor
Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 1st
SEABURY CAMEO AT GREYHAVEN
HP079703/03. 9/4/03. Breeder: J. Sillers
By Ch. Greyhaven Stalking Moon – Ch. Seabury Sylvan Nadia.
Owner: Marilyn Polsfuss

Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 2nd
PORCELAIN’S ALANA V MELOCKOFF
HP086384/07. 9/29/03. Breeder: Margaret Picone
By Ch. Entwood Ivan Grozny, JC – Ch. Phaedra Juliet V Porcelain
Owner: Gale D. Snoddy

Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 3rd
DANA DAN CHER CHOCOLAT MEYTA
HP082918/01. 9/25/03. Breeder: Laura Hyatt
By Ch. J.A.Y. JP Raijin at Meyta – Meyta’s Godiva at Chihawk, SC
Owners: Dana Thompson and Paul Thompson

Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 4th
RAYNBO’S CATTLEYA O’ASTARA
HP070587/06. 9/18/03. Breeder: Carvey Graves
By Ch. Raynbo’ s Tsarkhan, JC – Kyrov Ever Efervesnt of Astara
Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker

Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - OTHER ENTRIES
KINOBISTARDANCE RADOST. HP078805/02. 9/30/03. Breeder:
Rebecca Peters-Campbell. By Silkenstwhit Black Aster, JC – Ch. Kyrov
Kinobi Dancing Star. Owners: Lynda and Kirk Gillaspey

ARIA’S WAKE OF THE RED WITCH. HP077881/07. 9/27/03.
Breeders: Rita M. Linck and Richard Mason Terry. By Ch. Chataqua’s
Valimir of Kyrov, SC – Ch. Kyrov’s Pyxis of Bartok. Owners: Rita M.
Linck and Richard Mason Terry

PORCELAIN DUSHA BRIZ. HP086384/06. 9/29/03. Breeder:
Margaret Picone. By Ch. Entwood Ivan Grozny, JC – Ch. Juliet V

ASTARA’S LAELIA. HP070587/01. 9/18/03. Breeder: Carvey Graves.
By Ch. Raynbo’s Tsarkhan, JC – Kyrov Ever Efervesnt of Astara.
Owner: Carvey Graves

AVALON RUMOR OF ANGELS. HP074999/06. 8/29/03. Breeder:
Sandra Moore. By Au Driui Bremen’s Thorium of Ryhka – Avalon
Culoden Heather. Owners: Mary Childs and Dora McDonald

PORCELAIN RACHEL. HP086384/10. 9/29/03. Breeder: Margaret
Picone. By Ch. Entwood Ivan Grozny, JC – Ch. Phaedra Juliet V
Porcelain. Owner: John Picone

ARIA’S TEXAS TERROR. HP077881/01. 9/27/03. Breeders: Rita M.
Linck and Richard Mason Terry. By Ch. Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyrov,
SC – Ch. Kyrov’s Pyxis of Bartok. Owners: Rita M. Linck and Richard
Mason Terry

PORCELAIN SWEET LEILANI. HP086384/02. 9/29/03. Breeder:
Margaret Picone. By Ch. Entwood Ivan Grozny, JC – Ch. Phaedra Juliet
V Porcelain. Owner: Margaret Picone

KINOBIBRODNY STARSHINE. HP078805/07. 9/30/03. Breeder:
Rebecca Peters-Campbell. By Silkenstwhit Black Aster, SC – Ch. Kyrov
Kinobi Dancing Star, JC. Owner: Fred and Carol and Rebecca Peters-
Campbell

SIREN SONG CHERISH THE MOMENT. HP072726/02. 9/21/03.
Breeder: Stephen Sims. By Stillwater Twist of Fate – Stillwater Clair De
Lune. Owner: Suzanne Liggett

PORCELAIN OPAL INNOCENCE. HP086384/09. 9/29/03. Breeder:
Margaret Picone. By Ch. Entwood Ivan Grozny, JC – Ch. Phaedra Juliet
V Porcelain. Owner: Margaret Picone

WIND ‘N SATIN TY OSEN OF SLEZI. HP072332/04. 9/3/03. Breeder:
Mary Childs. By Ch. Osdow av Fjascho, JC – DC Wind ’n Satin Ty
Kaa, SC. Owner: Sandra Moore

Continued on page 20
Bitches, 9 months and under 12 - 1st
HEMLOCK HOLLOW SKY-DIVER
HP063961/06. 7/11/03. Breeders: Paul and Christine Danker and Barbara Skinner
By Korsakov’s Music Man White Sage, JC x Ch. Sky Run Catera, CDX, AX, AXJ
Owners: Christine and Paul Danker

Bitches, 9 months and under 12 - 2nd
MAJENKIR MEMORIES
HP060787/02. 4/30/03. Breeders: Karen Miller and Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir My Ksar Way We Were x Ch. Majenkir Silver Mist O’Avalyn. Owners: Lynne Bennett and Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Bitches, 9 months and under 12 - 3rd
SEABURY’S AUTUMN LIGHT
HP059523/01. 5/9/03. Breeder: Dr. James Sillers, DVM
By Ch. Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Seabury’s Morning Light
Owner: Dr. James Sillers

Bitches, 9 months and under 12 - 4th
RASSIM’S DORNROESCHEN AT TÉINE
B17161 (Germany) 5/6/03. Breeders: Volker and Marina Niekamp
By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Stonebar Sancara
Owner: Anne Midgarden, DVM

BITCHES, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 - OTHER ENTRIES
SECRET GARDEN ANGEL OF ROYAL SOONER. HP057702/07. 5/10/03. Breeder: Mary Moran Richter. By Ch. Secret Garden Living Water – Secret Garden Noel. Owners: Frank and Brenda Young


VENTO DANZA ONE IN A MILLION. HP054340/02. 6/18/03. Breeders: R. Silguero, C. Judd and D. Burkhother. By Ch. Gladkii Veter Diavolo Dancer – Ch. Gladkii Veter C’est Moi. Owner: Mary Childs


AVIANN LALIQUE. HP066773/01. 9/19/03. Breeder: Vianne Clements. By Ch. Aviann Occum’s Razor – Aviann Butterfly Kiss. Owner: Vianne Clements

LEGENDE’S E-DUCHESSA EVAGRIL. HP049289/09. 4/23/03. Breeder: Patricia Sargeant, DDS. By Ch. Quiessence Rush N’ On Time – Ch. Starajsa B’Nesa Legende, JC. Owner: Patricia Sargeant, DDS


SIRIUS TIME QUEST SPIRIT. HP048334/03. 5/19/03. Breeder: LaVonne Novakofski. By Ch. P.O.S.H. Echovesna’s Islaev – Ch. Sirius Reach For The Stars. Owner: LaVonne Novakofski

STILLWATER PEACHES N’ CREAM. HP076698/01. 6/12/03.
Continued on page 30
Bitches, 12 months and under 18 - 1st
MAJENKIR MY FANTASTASIA
HP042918/01. 3/4/03. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir My Way – Majenkir Mirabella
Owners: Karen Staudt-Cartabona and Roni and Jennifer Zucker

Bitches, 12 months and under 18 - 2nd
PROMISE STAR GLOW OF KYROV
HP061459/05. 4/19/03. Breeders: Jackie Cosette and Sara Whittington and
Wayne Rowe. By Ch. Chataqua's Flame Promise – Ch. Chataqua's Promise
Symphony of Kyrov. Owners: Amy L. Sorbie and Jackie Corsette

Bitches, 12 months and under 18 - 3rd
KSAR MAJENKIR MY FAIR LADY
HP031876/05. 11/21/02. Breeders: Susan Pennington and Karen Staudt-
Cartabona. By Ch. Majenkir My Way – Ch. Ksar Majenkir Gifted
Owners: Susan Pennington and Mickey Koss

Bitches, 12 months and under 18 - 4th
NICKOLAI RYNNDAR RIVER AZIZA
HP030052/06. 11/22/02. Breeder: Bonnie Nichols
By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Ch. Nickolai Vasilev Vermillion
Owners: Marilyn Kivela and Charles R. Mayer

Bitches, 12 months and under 18 - OTHER ENTRIES

KIROV EV'RY LITTLE THINK SHE DOES. HP044151/02. 4/9/03.
Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing. By DC Windrift Believe in Magic, SC –
Ch. Kirov Monoceros, SC. Owner: Barbara E. Ewing

RADOST BONNIECLARE DEL VIENTO. HP049706/09. 3/8/03.
Breeders: Barbara Binder and Lynda Gillaspey. By Ch. Kenai’s
Alebaran – Ch. Santa Clara del Viento, JC. Owners: Barbara Binder
and Lynda Gillaspey

AZUMA NTREPID ADVENTURESS. HP040207/02. 1/26/03.
Breeders: Sharon E. Johnson and David A. Gordon. By Ch. Kishniga
Echovesna Test Pilot x Ch. Azuma Brave New World, JC, NA, NAJ.
Owners: Sharon E. Johnson and David A. Gordon

WINDRIFT CHIHAWK GEM O'TAHOE. HP047677/12. 4/11/03.
Breeders: Nancy Reimer, Tami Marshall and K.C. Artley. By DC
Windrift Believe In Magic, SC – Ch. Tahoe's Belle O’Chihawk, JC.
Owners: Steve and K. Carol Artley

ARIA'S CARPE DIEM. HP046768/01. 4/14/03. Breeders: Richard
Terry, Rita Linck and Marion Heise. By Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyrov,
SC x Ch. Viktor’s Rhapsody in Blue at Cameo. Owners: Richard
Mason Terry and Rita Linck

PETRIKOV TAHOMA. HP053452/07. 3/12/03. Breeder: Priscilla
White-Lineker. By Ch. Petrikov Hudson – Ch. Jowag’s Sheba Dibba.
Owners: Joan D. and Charles W. Cole

CHIHAWK WINDRIFT GILDED LILY. HP047677/08. 4/11/03.
Breeders: Nancy Reimer, Tami L. Marshall and K.C. Artley. By DC
Windrift Believe in Magic, SC – Ch. Tahoe’s Belle O’Chihawk, JC.
Owners: Tami L. and Peggy Marshall

NICKOLAI RYNNDAR CHIMERA. HP030052/05. 11/22/02. Breeder:
Bonnie E. Nichols, By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Ch.
Nickolai Vasilev Vermillion. Owner: Bonnie E. Nichols

FERN MEYTA EARTHY EXPRESSION. HP047951/07. 3/25/03.
Breeder: Fern Johnson. By J.A.Y. JP Raiga at Meyta – Meyta Fern
Gabrielle Grace. Owners: Lisa and Joseph Miceli

BLACKMOOR ECHOVESNA ZORA. HP051380/07. 1/1/03. Breeders:
Christina Shepard, Karen Wilken, Laura Hyatt and Wayne Miller. By
Ch. Blackmoor Kallisto – Ch. Blackmoor Illusion of′n Angel. Owners:
Harriet J. Goldner and Karen Wilkin

SVORA'S SOLFEGGIOETTO AT ARIA. HP044785/10. 3/2/03. Breeder:
Continued on page 30
Bitches, Novice - 1st
MAJENKIR MY VIXEN ALY
HP042918/02. 3/4/03. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir My Way – Majenkir Mirabella
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Bitches, Novice - 2nd
VERA'S MY STERLING TREASURE
HM959458/03. 3/26/01. Breeders: Jean E. Brauner and K. Boro
By Falconcrag Orestes – Vera's Lord Have Mercy, CD
Owners: Jean and Lisa Brauner and Lisa Cole

Bitches, Novice - 3rd
SILKENSWIFT MIDNITE WHIRLWIND
HN012909/02. 5/8/01. Breeders: Bonnie Dalzell and Kathy Poniatowski
By DC Mufasa's Midnite O'Silkenswift – Silkenswift Moscow's Miathril
Owner: Bonnie Dalzell

Bitches, Novice - 4th
PHOENIXX ENCHANTED EVENING
1076308 (Canada). 11/11/01. Breeder: Peter and Jane Schreiber
By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Phoenixx Golden Nugget, SC
Owners: Marilyn and Dick Poole

Bitches, Novice - OTHER ENTRIES
WIND 'N SATIN AIN'T MISBEHAV'N. HN004297/01. 8/19/02.


KIROV WINDRIFT FIRE AND RAIN. HP044151/04. 4/9/03. Breeder: Barbara Ewing. By DC Windrift Believe in Magic, SC – Ch. Kirov Monoceros, SC. Owners: Jon and Nancy Reimer


LAUREATE ADRIENNE TWILIGHT TEAR. HN005984/04. 9/6/02.
Breeders: Monica E. Barry and Janis A. Leikam. By Ch. Blackmoor Dust In The Wind – Ch. Adrienne Seranade In Blue. Owner: Janice McGivney

TATEZI DELTA FLYER. HP024314/05. 5/30/02. Breeder: Sheryl Gresser. By Ch. Tatezi Cryzyhorse Wind 'n Satin – Stillwater Fly With Me. Owner: Sheryl Gresser

SHEFARO FABIANA'S MIRABELLA. HP057163/01. 4/5/03. Breeder: Sherry Faye Rodarmor. By Ch. Zchatsaja's Shefaro Guillermo – Ch. Shefaro Marino's Fabiana. Owner: Sherry Faye Rodarmor

ELANCE MYSTIC CEQUILLA. HN011565/06. 12/27/02. Breeders: Cherie Hunchak and Laura Van Diest. By Ch. Elance Mystic El Cid – Ch. Elance Romanza. Owner: Cherie Hunchak


Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor - 1st / Reserve Winners Bitch

**MAJENKIR MILOVNA**

HPM992988/01. 1/8/02. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir Novik Mily – Ch. Majenkir Tzelena
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor - 2nd

**AVALYN'S ALL ABOUT EVE**

HP008569/14. 4/15/02. Breeders: Lynne Bennett and Nancy G. Katsarelas
By Ch. Zimistraija Mozart Play for SV'Shin, JC – Ch. Majenkir Avalyn Kitana, JC. Owners: Lynne and Mike Bennett

Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor - 3rd

**MAJENKIR TIARRA'S GRACEFULPOSE**

By Ch. Majenkir Dignitary at Tiarra – Avalyn Golovka at Majenkir
Owners: Kathy and William Norelli and Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor - 4th

**VITRINA HIGH CHAPARRAL, JC**

HPM978010/04. 10/20/01. Breeders: Valori and John Trantanella
By Ch. Amberwind Fire in the Dark – Ch. Vitrina Zibeline, SC, CD, NA, NAJ
Owners: Valori and John Trantanella

**BITCHES, BRED BY EXHIBITOR - OTHER ENTRIES**

**KATZ WYVERN VISION O’ T’ NIGHT.** HP013579/05. 6/21/02.


**TÉINE DEVIL MAY CARE.** HP019454/01. 7/3/02. Breeder: Anne Midgarden, DVM. By Aviann Captain Zodiac – Téine Midknight
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Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor continued from page 25

O’Avalyn – Ch. Raynbo’s Fairy Tale Princess, SC. Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker and Karen Staudt-Cartabona


GAVRIL CENTERFOLD. HN010770/02. 6/14/02. Breeders: Michael and Shirley Rehberg and Rachel Rehberg-Gonge. By Ch. Sky Run Hit the Road – DC Gavril Blond Ambition, MC. Owners: Michael and Shirley Rehberg and Rachel Rehberg-Gonge


SUMMERSTAR FIRELITE DANCER. HP019078/05. 6/15/02. Breeder: Leslie Henderson. By Anuzia Joyous Nitefire Dance – Ch. Ridgeside’s Champagnie Lady. Owner: Leslie Henderson


SEABURY SYLVAN ZARALEIKA. HM965498/05. 5/28/01. Breeders: Patti and Christopher Neale and Dr. James Sillers. By Ch. Seabury’s Celtic Warrior – Ch. J.A.Y. Seabury JP Affectionately. Owners: Dr. James Sillers and Patti and Christopher Neale


KISHNIGA’S ALL THAT GLISTENS AT HI TOR. HN011644/08. 12/05/02. Breeders: Patti Coles and Margery Armstrong. By Ch. Kishniga’s The Tempest – Rokaro’s Heven Sent. Owners: Dr. Richard Meen and Patti Coles


MEADOWCREEK CONSUMING FIRE. HM969119/02. 6/20/01. Breeders: Robin and Lesley Clifford. By Ch. Oaklara Espresso – Ch. Kenai Kiss the Girl, SC. Owners: Robin and Lesley Clifford


STILLWATER UNBROKEN CIRCLE. HP075699/01. 6/20/03. Breeder: Charles Tyson. By Ch. Stillwater Mountaineer – Stillwater Melody of Old. Owner: Charles Tyson


FUSILIER CLOUD DANCER. HM972569/02. 8/15/01. Breeder: Chere C. Fuessel. By Ch. Oaklara Shadow Dancer – Ch. Fusilier Cirrus. Owner: Chere C. Fuessel

WARWINDS MUSIC OF THE NIGHT. HM979769/02. 8/12/01. Breeders: Barbara Tyler Lord, Dr. Frederick Lord, DVM, Meghann Dorais Lord and Kathryn H. Wright. By Ch. Warwind Jailhouse Rock – Ch. Warwind Olias Above the Stars. Owners: Kathryn H. and James F. Wright and Meghann Dorais Lord

KAJAI’S PEACE. HM702135/07. 5/13/97. Breeders: Kathryn H. and James F. Wright. By Ch. Jelistant Gallant Heart of Kajai – Ch. Olias Chandon. Owners: Kathryn H. and James F. Wright


KISHNIGA’S BRETHREN AT HI TOR. HN012407/06. 12/17/02. Breeders: Dr. Richard Meen and Patti Coles. By Ch. Kishniga’s The Tempest – Blackmoor Opal of Rokaro. Owners: Patti Coles and Dr. Richard Meen

AB
Bitches, American Bred - 1st
SUNBURST HALSTON AT THISTLEDOWN
HP039192/05. 1/11/03. Breeders: Garnett Thompson, T. Trikosko and R. Terry
By Ch. Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyrov, JC – Ch. Sunburst Amazingrace Troybhiko
Owner: Garnett Thompson

Bitches, American Bred - 2nd
BOOKSTOR MY MAJENKIR VIGNETTE
HM991305/08. 12/20/01. Breeders: Karen R. and Dr. Howard Spey
By Ch. Majenkir My Way – Ch. Majenkir Tsunshine at Bookstor
Owners: William and Karen Ackerman

Bitches, American Bred - 3rd
LAUREATE GAVRIL GODIVA
HM917587/04. 6/14/00. Breeders: Monica Barry, R. R. Gongre and Michael and Shirley Rehberg.
By Ch. Nonsuch Prince Charming – Gavril Bewitched
Owners: Mary E. and Jack T. Vile

Bitches, American Bred - 4th
WIND ‘N SATIN OVER THE EDGE
HM963811/02. 7/1/01. Breeders: Mary Childs and Roy Silguero
By Wind ‘n Satin Ty Baba Louie – Gladkii Veter Mystic Dancer
Owners: Connie Taylor and Mary Childs

Bitchess, American Bred - OTHER ENTRIES
SWANMANOR IMAGINE IRENE ICON, SC. HP001529/06. 1/31/02.
Owners: Victoria “Torrea” Leborn and Dr. L. Kranitz

ADRIENNE ZOOROPA DARE TO DREAM. HP039595/01. 3/10/03.
Breeders: J.A. Leikam and P.A. Hull. By Nonsuch Where Eagles Dare – Ch. Adrienne Candle in the Wind.
Owners: J.A. Leikam and P.A. Hull

O’BOBTOR’S BEDFORDWOODS CALL. HN007789/01. 8/7/02.
Owners: Edna Hanley, Terry Linert and Robert Torquato

NICKOLAI TABRET WHITE SANDS. HM899837/01. 6/11/00.
Owners: Edna Hanley and Kathy Summers

SOLO’S IF THEY ONLY KEW. HM938704/02. 2/2/01. Breeder: Pam Kilby. By Kansai’s Island Rumor, CD, CDC – Blackmoor Anasazi, CD, CGC.
Owner: Pam Kilby

Owner: Vanessa G. Johnson

KIROV MAGGIE MAE. HP044151/09. 4/9/03. Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing. By DC Windrift Believe In Magic, SC – Ch. Kirov Monoceros, SC, FCh, SGRC.
Owners: Steve and K. Carol Artley

Owner: Bonnie E. Nichols

Owners: Sara Ose and Renee McCartin

Owners: Hutsien and Donald Brown

CHATAQUA LA MAGIE CONTINUE, JC. HM992803/10. 11/22/01.
By Ch. Gryffyn’s Once N Future King, JC – Ch. Chataqua’s Fyrespyre of G-A, JC.
Owners: Sara Whittington and Wayne Rowe

Continued on page 31
Bitches, Open - 1st / Winners Bitch
REGIUS ROHNOKE MOONCHILD
HM816779/03. 11/17/98. Breeder: Doreen Carlstad
By Ch. Koroba's Yukon Gold – Ch. Regius Twice Thrilling, JC
Owners: Joel and Camelle Chaney

Bitches, Open - 2nd
MAJENKIR LADY CAMELLIA AT MIKAJE
HM987308/01. 12/4/01. Breeders: Karen Staudt-Cartabona and Karen Miller
By Ch. Greyhaven Sequoia – Ch. Ksar Angelica at Majenkir
Owners: Karen and Kevin Miller and Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Bitches, Open - 3rd
VIRSHINA ELIZABETH II
HM837585/06. 7/4/99. Breeder: Chris Bradley
By Ch. Truhaven Midas Run – Ch. Virshina Sweet Pea, CGC
Owners: Joe and Maggie Michael

Bitches, Open - 4th
MAJENKIR IRISH ARCTIC PEWTER
HM901730/01. 3/17/00. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir Arctic Blitz – Ch. Majenkir April O’Avalyn
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Bitches, Open - OTHER ENTRIES
SA VLADAI FROST THE AIR SV'SHIN. HM994766/01. 7/3/01.
Breeder: Helen Lee. By Ch. Zimistraija Mozart Play For SV’shin, JC –
Svladai Whispering Wind. Owner: Terry Ann Doune

SZZAN’S FLEUR DELACOUR. LQ746982 (Canada). 8/15/01/
Breeders: Suzanne Goodchild and David Barclay. By Taugo’s B Flyte
of Ryzann – Astragarn Southern Cross. Owners: Cherie Hunchak and
Suzanne Goodchild

ZABAVA MONOCEROS. HN007605/05. 7/11/02. Breeders: Irina Terra
and Kristina Terra. By Mariza Forever Glacial – Ch. Zabava Winterberry,
JC. Owners: Patricia Wiseman, Irina Terra and Kristina Terra

ENTWOOD HIGH SIERRA, CD, JC. HM883584/05. 1/4/00. Breeders: Leslie
and C.T. Carroll and T. Hilbert. By DC Mufasa Midnite
O’Silkenswift – Entwood Catherina Velikaya. Owner: Gayle Thear

SUNBURST MADRID’S NOBILITY. HM992110/01. 11/2/01.
Breeders: Jeannette Chiappero and Garnett Thompson. By Ch.
V’Indra’s Odessa of Sunburst – Sunburst Destiny Nobility. Owner:
Garnett Thompson

LAUREATE ADR’N TAKING FLIGHT. HN005984/05. 9/6/02.
Breeders: Monica Barry and Janis Leikam. By Ch. Blackmoor Dust
in the Wind – Ch. Adrienne Serenade in Blue. Owners: Patty Hull and
Monica Barry

SUNBURST SYSIKIU AT RUSHWIND. HM995319/05. 1/20/02.
Breeder: Garnett Thompson. By Ch. Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyrov,
SC – Ch. V’Indra’s Odessa of Sunburst. Owners: Karen Greenhill and
Garnett Thompson

ZABA MIMOSA. HN007605/06. 7/11/02. Breeders: Irina Terra and
Kristina Terra. By Mariza Forever Glacial – Ch. Zabava Winterberry,
JC. Owners: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra

SUMMERSTAR CHAMPAGNE DANCER. HP019078/04. 6/15/02.
Breeder: Leslie Henderson. By Aruzia Joyous Nitefire Dance, JC, CGC
– Ch. Ridgeside Champagne Lady. Owners: John and Lorrie Scott

KIARRY’S AGAINST THE WIND. HM924581/01. 10/17/00.
Breeders: Lisa and Harold Miller. By Ch. Kiarry’s Sharp Dressed Man –
Ch. Kiarry’s Kare Fre. Owners: Lori H Miller and Shay Miller

CAZIMIR’S IMAGE OF PERFECTION. HP024723/03. 8/27/02.
Breeders: Trudi Jensen and Amy Sorbie. By Cazimir’s Duel in the Sun –
Cazimir’s Unu Birklitza. Owner: Trudi Jensen

AVON AHZNK DE CHOKONEN. HP008362/01. 1/5/02.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breeders/Submissions</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CALARON’S DREAMSCICLE</strong>&lt;br&gt;HM941773/01. 3/1/01. Breeder: Penny A. Keiffer. By Calaron’s Ice Castle – Calaron Imitation Chocolate. Owners: Delores M. Swan and Penny A. Keiffer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AVIAN RADOZNY ORGDANDY BOUNCE</strong>&lt;br&gt;HM978490/04. 7/20/01. Breeders: Pam Hall and Viann Clemetns, By Ch. Aviann Occurn’s Razor – Ch. Radozny Kalisza. Owner: Viann Clements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TSARSKOE’S VESNA BABOTSHKA</strong>&lt;br&gt;H9993752/01. 5/13/01. Breeder: Marketta Sorjonen. By Rajalinjan Phaedra Bolshoy – Yablonaja Bagra. Owner: Lana Locke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KISHINGA’S LEGACY</strong>&lt;br&gt;HP076232/01. 6/22/00. Breeders: Dr. R. Meen, C. Crysdale and E. Shirley. By Echnovesa’s Zedgacha – Kishinga’s La Diva Fofi. Owners: P. Coles, Dr. R. Meen, C. Crysdale and E. Shirley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROTHESBY SNOWFINCH</strong>&lt;br&gt;H910000/07. 12/20/01. Breeders: Mr. R. Duckworth and Ms. S. Carter. By Rothesby Wind Falcon – Sholwood Snow Orchid. Owner: Frances M. Wright</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DOGS, VETERANS 7 YEARS AND UNDER 10**

1. DC TÉINE WINDMASTER OF FOXXWOOD, SC. HM602066/07. 10/16/95. Breeders: Katrina Arrvill and Dennis and Andrea Badke. By Ch. Tobiah Téine Mahogany Rush, JC – Ch. Khanzade’s Candle Light. Owners: Dr. C. Moyer, Dr. K. Brunarski and Dr. A. Midgarden


**BORSACANA SECRET SPHERE. HN00133/01. 10/13/01. Breeders: Lize Eldland and Rickard Sellin. By Borsacana Thor Thunder – Borsacana Lucky Strike. Owner: Gary E. Nash**
**Bitches, 9 months and under 12 continued from page 22**


RENAISSANCE STONES OF IRON. HP057725/01. 7/26/03. Breeder: Chris Swilley. By Ch. OnTime Red Sky at Night – Ch. Renaissance Normandy Coast. Owner: Chris Swilley

BORSACNA PICA PICA. HP072249/01. 7/14/03. Breeders: Lize Edland and Rickard Sellin. By Téine Fiddler at Tarasov – Babotjka’s Erotika. Owner: R. Lynn Shell

SEFARO’S BLAK JAK BIJOU. HP067610/05. 5/19/03. Breeder: Sherry Faye Rodarmor. By Shefaro Alejandro’s Flash – Shefaro Princess’s Magdalena. Owner: Patty Naulty

LEICRO’S RUSSIAN ZTARGIRL. HP064091/03. 4/29/03. Breeders: Sherry Faye Rodarmor. By Shefaro Alejandro’s Flash – Shefaro Princess’s Magdalena. Owner: Patty Naulty

INVERNESS RISK. HP050959/04. 6/13/03. Breeder: Elizabeth A. Coney, DVM. By AmberWind The Highlander – Lothliorien Bette Zephyr’s Reach. Owner: Elizabeth A. Coney, DVM

DOLINA SUGAR HILL. HP050670/02, 6/15/03. Breeder: Susan L. Jacobsen. By Ch. Adrienne I’ve Seen That Movie – Ch. SarShan Sa Meen


STARDUST’S ROCK AND ROLL. HP042702/01. 3/14/03. Breeder: Diane T. and Walton Clement III. By Ch. P.O.S.H. Fairbanks of the Wild Hunt, JC – Ch. Stardust’s Moonage Day dream. Owners: Diane T. and Walton Clement III


FERN MEYTA EARTHLY DELIGHT. HP047951/06. 3/25/03. Breeder: Ferne E. Johnson. By J.A.Y. JP Raiga at Meyta – Ch. Meyta Fern’s Gabrielle Grace. Owner: Laura Hyatt


**Bitches, 12 months and under 18 cont’d from page 23**


MORGANDELL LIL RED CORVETTE, JC. HP027299/01. 9/1/02. Breeder: Cyndi Dell. By Ch. Morgandell Auburn Sierra – Stillwater Mtn Laurel. Owners: Rebecca and Farron Peffer
AVALON HIGHLAND MARY. HM913836/08. 7/30/00. Breeders: Rebecca Neal and Sandra Moore
CH. CAROUSEL'S ILLIONS, JC. HM537088/01. 9/9/94. Breeder: Maryann Conran. By Wania’s Valentino – Ch. Carousel’s American Beauty, CGC. Owner: Maryann Conran
CH. WIND ’N SATIN KOMAZUAR. HM560111/06. 10/31/94. Breeders: Mary Childs. By Wind ’n Satin Dangerous Inxss – Ch. Wind ’n Satin Red Sonja. Owner: Karen Murray
WARWIND JAZZ CITY BLUES. HM649691/04. 6/4/96. Breeders: Barbara and Frederick Lord, DVM. By Ch. Jestizst Gallant Heart of Kajai – Ch. Oriltsa V Triumfus Dyonisos. Owners: James H and Susan McCartney and Kathryn and James Wright
AVALON IRKALLA OF DAVIDOFF. HM941179/06. 9/9/00. Breeders: Sandra Moore and Paula Moore. By Ch. Avalon Celtic Cross – Ch. Insight’s Here to Eternity. Owners: Deborah K. and James R. Meyer
AVIANN FIRESIGN TÉINE. HP019454/03. 7/3/02. Breeder: Anne Midgarden, DVM. By Aviann Captain Zodiac – Téine Mulknight Hellfire. Owner: Viann Clements
CH. CAROUSEL'S ILLIONS. JC. HM537088/01. 9/9/94. Breeder: Maryann Conran. By Wania’s Valentino – Ch. Carousel’s American Beauty, CGC. Owner: Maryann Conran

Dogs, Veterans 7 years and Under 10 continued from page 29

CH. CAROUSEL'S ILLIONS, JC. HM537088/01. 9/9/94. Breeder: Maryann Conran. By Wania’s Valentino – Ch. Carousel’s American Beauty, CGC. Owner: Maryann Conran
CH. WIND ’N SATIN KOMAZUAR. HM560111/06. 10/31/94. Breeders: Mary Childs. By Wind ’n Satin Dangerous Inxss – Ch. Wind ’n Satin Red Sonja. Owner: Karen Murray
WARWIND JAZZ CITY BLUES. HM649691/04. 6/4/96. Breeders: Barbara and Frederick Lord, DVM. By Ch. Jestizst Gallant Heart of Kajai – Ch. Oriltsa V Triumfus Dyonisos. Owners: James H and Susan McCartney and Kathryn and James Wright
AVALON IRKALLA OF DAVIDOFF. HM941179/06. 9/9/00. Breeders: Sandra Moore and Paula Moore. By Ch. Avalon Celtic Cross – Ch. Insight’s Here to Eternity. Owners: Deborah K. and James R. Meyer
AVIANN FIRESIGN TÉINE. HP019454/03. 7/3/02. Breeder: Anne Midgarden, DVM. By Aviann Captain Zodiac – Téine Mulknight Hellfire. Owner: Viann Clements


DC WIND ‘N SATIN LEGENDMASTER, CD, SC. HM442253/06. 12/25/92. Breeders: Lynn Wall and Mary Childs. By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Black Legacy, CD, SC – Birchwood Silver Legend. Owner: Lynn Wall


CH. WYVERN RUSH ‘N STYLE OF KAMEOZ. HM590259/02. 5/20/95. Breeder: Margaret Lucia. By Ch. Wyvern’s Signal Fire – Ch. Rabrega N Wyvern La Ti Dah. Owner: Kitty G. Sawyer


DC WINDRIFT TAHOE. PRISCILLA, MC. HM538300/01. 8/12/94. Breeders: N. Reimer and K.C. Artley. By Ch. Windrift Phantom, SC – Ch. Tahoe’s Murphy Brown, SC. Owners: Jon and Nancy Reimer


CH. RAYNBO’S FAIRY TALE PRINCESS, SC. HM572562/01. 5/1/95. Breeders: Roni and Jennifer Zucker. By Ch. Majenkir Tsuperlative – Ch. Birchwood’s Sweet Child O’Mine, JC. Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker


CH. PETRIKOV SHENANDOAH. HM703566/03. 3/5/97. Breeder: Susan Pennington. By DC Tour de France of the Wild Hunt, CD, SC – Ch. Quin’s Tatiana O’Lynman. Owner: Alice M. Reese


WIND’N SATIN ENCHANTRESS GV. HM520745/01. 4/30/94. Breeders: Roy Silguero and Mary Childs. By Ch. Wind’ n Satin Black Legacy, CD, SC – DC Wind ‘n Satin Hellza Poppin, CD, SC. Owners: Sheryl Gresser and Mary Childs


CH. WHITE NILE OF THE WILD HUNT, SC. HM637282/08.


CH. MYTARKA BLACK TRILLIUM, HM420013/01. 6/7/92. Breeder: Maria Hurd.

CH. KENAI KISS THE GIRL, SC. HM563430/02. 2/16/95. Breeders: CH. NICKOLAI BOLSHOI WINDSONG, CD, JC. HM549948/03. CH. TWIN ELM’S KROLOV A O SERTSE. HM636143/02. 2/13/96. CH. MYTARKA BLACK TRILLIUM. HM651251/04. 5/30/96.


CH. QUEISSENCE LOUISANNA CRUDE, JC. HM510143/04. 1/14/94. CH. That’s-A Brutal Truth – Ch. Knapovich’s Elena. Owner: Jessica Baker

WILLOWWIND’S LUCKY ZOE, HM469302/06. 6/1/93. Breeders: Sandra Moore, Dawn Kelly and Dana Embry. By Ch. Starwind’s Lucky Domino – Stillwater Avalon Mist. Owner: Deena Barnes

CH. VERNOR VIEW CHRISTY. HM449102/02. 11/8/92. Breeders: Bill and Mary Jane Sillers. By Ch. Seabury’s Chrisma – Vernor View Sovereign. Owner: Dr. James Sillers

CH. ALLEGRO’S DRAGONESS TIAMAT. HM499997/03. 8/25/93. Breeders: Gale A. McCullough. By Ch. That’s-A Brutal Truth – Ch. Rohan Da Ca-Po. Owner: Mary Piron

CH. THAT’S-A MAGIC DRAGON. HM499997/06. 8/25/93. Breeders: Gale A. McCullough. By Ch. That’s-A Brutal Truth – Ch. Rohan Da Ca-Po. Owner: Mary Piron


ASTARA’S BRING ON THE LUCIE. HM462701/03. 12/20/92. Breeders: Carvey Graves. By Astara’s Beyond the Blue Neov – Astara’s Love In Song. Owner: Carvey Graves


Bitches, Veterans 10 Years and Older


BLUE RAVENS GHOST. HM420013/01. 6/7/92. Breeder: Maria Hurd. By Zephyr’s Reach Magician – Pruncella Tobore. Owner: Jennifer Lyle-Miller


CH. QUEISSENCE LOUISANNA CRUDE, JC. HM510143/04. 1/14/94. CH. That’s-A Brutal Truth – Ch. Knapovich’s Elena. Owner: Jessica Baker

WILLOWWIND’S LUCKY ZOE, HM469302/06. 6/1/93. Breeders: Sandra Moore, Dawn Kelly and Dana Embry. By Ch. Starwind’s Lucky Domino – Stillwater Avalon Mist. Owner: Deena Barnes

CH. VERNOR VIEW CHRISTY. HM449102/02. 11/8/92. Breeders: Bill and Mary Jane Sillers. By Ch. Seabury’s Chrisma – Vernor View Sovereign. Owner: Dr. James Sillers

CH. ALLEGRO’S DRAGONESS TIAMAT. HM499997/03. 8/25/93. Breeders: Gale A. McCullough. By Ch. That’s-A Brutal Truth – Ch. Rohan Da Ca-Po. Owner: Mary Piron

CH. THAT’S-A MAGIC DRAGON. HM499997/06. 8/25/93. Breeders: Gale A. McCullough. By Ch. That’s-A Brutal Truth – Ch. Rohan Da Ca-Po. Owner: Mary Piron


ASTARA’S BRING ON THE LUCIE. HM462701/03. 12/20/92. Breeders: Carvey Graves. By Astara’s Beyond the Blue Neov – Astara’s Love In Song. Owner: Carvey Graves


BEST OF BREED COMPETITION

CH. MANDOLIN-MIELIKKI THE DANCE, SC. HM733614/03. 9/30/97. Breeders: Pat Hardy, Reece McCarten and Sfrodarmor. By Ch. Abidjan’s Diamond Sabre, CD, JC, CGC, TDI – Ch. Shefaro Mieliikki Ebn Hasanna. Owner: Pat Hardy (Dog)


CH. REVELSTONE GABRIEL O’BOKHARA. HM947078/05. 4/6/01. Breeder: Shane Smith. By Spritztko’s Sunset O’Bokhara – Ch. Borscana Midnight Sun. Owners: Jean Patten and Janice McMinn (Dog)


CH. YEGOROV SEAS THE MEMORY. HP044516/02. 1/30/03. Breeders: Seija and Jari Pippo. By Gordinenko Av Fjascho – Khanzade’s Rosemary Finn. Owners: Dora and Gene McDonald (Dog)


CH. TEINE CHILD PRODIGY. HM863609/01. 11/7/99. Breeder: Anne Midgarden, DVM. By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Ch. Meyta’s Donya. Owners: Dr. Chris Moyer and Dr. Kelly Brunarski (Dog)

CH. KELCOROV’S BIALAR CRAIS, JC. HM952127/02. 4/25/01. Breeders: Bunny Kelley and Donna MacMillen. By Ch. AmberWind Fire in the Dark, CD, SC – Ch. Windspurr of Ruffcrowd, CGC. Owner: Bunny Kelley (Dog)

DC TAHOE’S BOLD BIDDER, SC. HM8113150/03. 12/10/99. Breeders: Steven and K.C. Artley. By Ch. Windrift Tahoe Polar Storm, SC – Ch. Royal Mile’s Cover Girl, SC. Owners: Steven and K.C. Artley (Dog)


CH. TEINE BIT O’RUSSIAN INTRIQUE, JC. HM877097/06. 1/29/00. Breeder: Anne Midgarden, DVM. By Ch. Téine Intrepid, JC and Ch. Foxwood’s Vata The Windruler. Owners: Susan Kroeger and Bob Tonnancour (Dog)


CH. WIND ‘N SATIN MAXIMUM OVERDRIVE. HM963811/02. 7/1/00. Breeder: Mary Childs. By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Ty Baba Louie – Gladkii Veter Mystic Dancer, SC. Owners: Dora and Gene McDonald (Dog)

CH. FOXCROFT FOMISHKA PELAYO. HM941642/01. 2/8/01. Breeders: Angela and Peter E. San Paolo. By Ch. Dar Morev Cosmonaut – Ch. Foxcroft Agrippina. Owners: Angela and Peter E. San Paolo (Dog)

DC WINDRIFT BELIEVE IN MAGIC, SC. HM926686/04. 11/5/00. Breeders: Jon and Nancy Reimer. By Ch. Blackmooor Echosvesa Tristan – Ch. Windrift On Your Mark, JC. Owners: Jon and Nancy Reimer (Dog)


CH. RAINMAKER FOREVER MORE. SC. HM916585/01. 4/14/00. Breeder: Johanna Lind-Vilpønen. By Rainmaker Another Dream – Vilpertin Elegantnaja. Owners: Joyce C. & Roger F. Katona (Dog)


CH. WOLF RIDGE BYZANTINE FYRE. HM738397/01. 10/30/97. Breeders: Pauline Eldred and Bob Wimberg. By Ch. Oaklari’s – Ice-N-Fyre Von Goldhoff. Owner: Bob Wimberg (Dog)


CH. GREYHAVEN STALKING MOON. HM991214/03. 1/5/02. Breeder: Marilyn Polsfuss. By Ch. Russian Moonlight Sonata – Greyhaven Magy Noire, CD. Owner: Marilyn Polsfuss (Dog)


CH. ENCHANTÉ BARON ROMUALD, HM827183/06. 4/14/99. Breeders: L. Scott and Mary Sue Sumeracki. By Ch. Nonsuch Prince Charming – Ch. Iyengar’s Jewel. Owners: L. Scott and Mary Sue Sumeracki (Dog)

CH. AURORAL’S AVALANCHE, HM917205/03. 9/24/00. Breeders: Jon and Jennifer Steele. By Ch. Auroral’s Marathon – Ch. Auroral’s Courvoisier. Owners: Jon and Jennifer Steele (Dog)


CH. TEÎNE TOO COOL, HP000268/03. 1/25/02. Breeder: Anne Midgarden, DVM. By Ch. Têne Dreams to Share – Ch. Têne Abracadabra, SC. Owners: Billie and Liz Thibeaux and Anne Midgarden, DVM (Dog)


CH. KENAI’S HEART AND SOUL, HM891371/01. 5/7/00. Breeders: John Rowton and Michelle Luckey-Rowton. By Ch. Kenai’s Keys to Imagination – Sebranova’s Ramurder of Kenai. Owners: Jackie Browning and Joanne Browning (Dog)


CH. COBURN’S MATRIX, HM925825/05. 7/2/00. Breeders: Patricia and Robert Shaw. By Ch. Oaklara Espresso – Ch. Oaklara Solar Flair. Owner: Kristy Ann Cutburth and Patricia Shaw (Dog)


CH. OAKLARA MEADOWCREEK BLACKOUT, JC. HM753822/03. 3/10/98. Breeder: Patricia Murphy. By Ch. Oaklara Shadow of the Moon – Ch. Oaklara Joslyn. Owner: Robin and Mike Clifford (Dog)


CH. MARIZA BROTHER KARAMAZOV, HM636582/05. 12/7/95. Breeders: Mary Fisher and Pat Toy. By Ch. Mariza Rising Star Forever – Ch. Falkenur Sunnahr Scibabria. Owners: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra (Dog)


CH. KSAR BY REQUEST AT MAJENKIR, HM677901/02. 3/10/98. Breeder: Susan Pennington. By Ch. Majenkir Surreal II – Ch. Quin’s Tatiana of Lynnar. Owner: Bonnie Kohl Laub (Dog)

CH. THAKS’S RAW VANILLA, HM707265/06. 5/16/97. Breeders: Ralph Jamison and Robert DiSanto. By Mascha’s Aeneas – Odyssey’s Columbia. Owner: Ralph Jamison (Dog)


CH. OAKLARA MEADOWCREEK BLACKOUT, JC. HM753822/03. 3/10/98. Breeder: Patricia Murphy. By Ch. Oaklara Shadow of the Moon – Ch. Oaklara Joslyn. Owner: Robin and Mike Clifford (Dog)


CH. OAKLARA MEADOWCREEK BLACKOUT, JC. HM753822/03. 3/10/98. Breeder: Patricia Murphy. By Ch. Oaklara Shadow of the Moon – Ch. Oaklara Joslyn. Owner: Robin and Mike Clifford (Dog)
CH. WOODACRES' ROZANA OF KANSAI, CDX, CGC. HM7800065/03. 7/16/98. Breeders: K. Murray and R. Smith. By Ch. Wind 'n Satin Komazuar – Ch. Adair N' Hug Chanel, CD, JC. Owner: Rebecca B. Smith (Bitch)

CH. STILLWATER ONTIME STORMY DAY. HM816327/01. 11/14/98. Breeder: Charles Tyson. By Ch. Sundown's Storms Brewin – Stillwater V Unclouded Day. Owners: Robin Casey and Susan Sills (Bitch)

CH. AZUMA BRAVE NEW WORLD, JC, NA, NAJ. HM749841/11. 1/1/98. Breeders: Sharon E. Johnson and David A. Gordon. By Ch. Nonsuch Prince Charming – Azuma Red Mask. Owners: Sharon E. Johnson and David A. Gordon (Bitch)

CH. MAJENKIR KSAR MY PEBBLE BEACH, JC. HM897124/27. 5/14/00. Breeders: Susan Pennington and Longlesseon Kennel. By Ch. Majenkin My Way – DC Ksar Po Dusham French Kiss, SC. Owner: Linda A. Bourne (Bitch)


CH. CAROUSEL'S SHUVEE, JC. HM742208/03. 12/20/97. Breeder: Maryann Conran. By Ch. Abidian's Kissthesky – Ch. Caroussel's American Beauty, CGC. Owner: Maryann Conran (Bitch)


CH. FOXCROFT FOMISHKA PILAR. HM941642/02. 2/8/01. Breeders: Angela and Peter E. San Paolo. By Ch. Dar Morev Cosmonaakt – Ch. Foxcroft Agrippina. Owners: Angela and Peter E. San Paolo (Bitch)

CH. PHOENIXX GLORIUS CELEBRATION. HM915904/01. 8/27/00. Breeders: Peter and Jane Schreiber. By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Phoenixx Golden Nugget, SC. Owners: Peter and Jane Schreiber (Bitch)

CH. SVORA'S WHIRLAWAY, JC. HM977312/02. 8/14/01. Breeders: Michael and Shirley McFadden. By Ch. Zimistrajla Mozart Play for SV'Shin – Ch. Svora's String of Pearls Chat. Owners: Shirley and Michael McFadden (Bitch)


CH. WILDWOOD PRIVATE DANCER. HM878547/01. 12/24/99. Breeders: Dr. Kay Henderson and Wyatt Delfino. By Ch. Kostenov Wildwood Magnum Opus – Ch. Delilah of Wildwood, CD. Owners: Wyatt Delfino and Dr. Kay Henderson (Bitch)


CH. TIARRA'S LADY IN RED. HM772885/05. 6/27/98. Breeders: Kathy and William Norelli. By Ch. Majenkir Dignitary at Tiarra – Ch. White Winds Sierra’s Tiarra. Owners: Kathy and William Norelli (Bitch)


CH. RAYNBO’S LALIQUE. HM963011/01. 6/14/01. Breeders: Roni and Jennifer Zucker. By Ch. Majenkir Nabucco at Agriador – Ch. Raynbo’s Azaliya, SC. Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker (Bitch)


CH. CARHOF TOUCHED BY AN ANGEL. HM794256/02. 5/31/98. Breeders: Carla Hofmann and Frewitt Owen. By Ch. Andwell Casino Royal Regency – Ch. Borzowen’s Elegant Nympht. Owner: Carla Hofmann (Bitch)

CH. PHOENIXX EARTH ANGEL. HM987729/01. 11/11/01. Breeder: Peter and Jane Schreiber. By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Phoenixx Golden Nugget, SC. Owners: Peter and Jane Schreiber (Bitch)

CH. TAHOE WINDRIFT HEIRLOOM. HP029885/01. 12/4/02. Breeders: Steven and K.C. Artley, By DC Tahoe’s Bold Bidder, SC – DC Windrift Tahoe Ode to Joy, MC. Owners: Jon and Nancy Reimer (Bitch)

CH. HV ALA THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE. HM790788/04. 8/14/98. Breeder: Lydia W. Pruett. By Ch. Meyta’s Dostoyevski – Ch. Greyhaven Holly. Owner: Lydia W. Pruett (Bitch)

CH. COBURN’S SUNTEA. HM925825/02. 7/2/00. Breeders: Patricia and Robert Shaw. By Ch. Oaklara Espresso – Ch. Oaklara Solar Flair. Owner: Patricia Shaw (Bitch)

CH. TÉINE FAERIE FIRE LIGHT, SC. HM795700/06. 10/13/98. Breeders: Anne Midgarden, DVM and Billie Thibeaux. By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Ch. Meyta’s Donya. Owners; Elizabeth A. Tolley and David F. Nutting (Bitch)

CH. PHAEDRA JULIET V PORCELAIN. HM907042/06. 6/15/00. Breeder: Carol Kubik-Zamora. By Ch. Phaedra Rafiki – Ch. Polongain Divenskaja. Owner: Margaret Picone (Bitch)


CH. PHAEDRA JULIET V PORCELAIN. HM916693/01. 9/17/00. Breeder: Virginia E. Jones. By Ch. Borscana Vargavinter, JC – Ch. Majenkir Moxie Minx of VS, SC. Owner: Virginia Jones (Bitch)

CH. VENICE SHORES ANGELINA. HM911370/07. 8/19/00. Breeders: Marlene Sapp and Lois Spiers. By Cordova Mishkova Marinsky – Russian A Symphony In White. Owners: Lois Spiers and Marlene Sapp (Bitch)

CH. AVALON WILLOWWIND JUMANJI. HM953334/05. 4/26/01. Breeders: Sandra Moore, Diana Embry and Paula Moore. By FC Silkenswift Camus Dark Realm, SC – Ch. Willowwinds Love at First Site, JC. Owner: Kara Karczmarszyki (Bitch)

CH. RAYNBO’S WINTER ROSE. HM963011/03. 6/14/01. Breeders: Roni and Jennifer Zucker. By Ch. Majenkir Nabucco at Agridor – Ch. Raynbo’s Azaliya, SC. Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker (Bitch)

CH. SOYARA’S BEAUTIFUL DREAMER. HM897005/04. 5/28/00. Breeders: Prudence Hlatky, Karen Shepard and Mary Mazur. By Ch. Soyara’s Titan of Blackmoor, JC – Ch. Soyara’s Mystical Dream, JC. Owners: Prudence and Dr. Gregory Hlatky (Bitch)

CH. WIND ‘N SATIN LEGENDS TO DREAM. HM911370/07. 8/19/00. Breeders: Mary Childs and N. Spivey. By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Iceman Cometh, JC – Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Mikala Lilac Ridge. Owners: Dora and Gene McDonald and Mary Childs (Bitch)


CH. MAJENKIR ALUNYA. HM895007/03. 5/1/00. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona. By Ch. Majenkir Impressive – Majenkir Mirabella. Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona (Bitch)


CH. MONARCH PO DUSHAM EMERALD ISLE. HPO14623/02. 5/20/02. Breeders: Tammy and Shawn Smith. By Ch. Ksar Po Dushman’s Araba – Ch. Monarch Chrysalis Chandelier. Owners: Alice Reese and Tammy and Shawn Smith (Bitch)
KORSAKOV’S MUSIC MAN WHITE SAGE, JC. Owner: Marie S. White
ARUZIA JOYOUS NITEFIRE DANCE, JC. Owners: Steven and K.C. Artley
CAZIMIR’S DUEL IN THE SUN. Owner: Trudi Jensen
CH. QUIESSENCE RUSH N’ ONTIME. Owner: Robin Casey
CH. WIND ‘N SATIN KOMAZUAR. Owner: Karen Murray
CH. KISHINIGA’S THE TEMPEST. Owners: Dr. Richard Meen and Patti Coles
DC SILKENSWIFT BLAZE OF CHAOS, CD. Owners: Bonnie Dalzell and James R. Saklad, MD
CH. ONTIME RED SKY AT NIGHT. Owners: Robin Casey and Susan Sills

DC TAHOE’S BOLD BIDDER, SC. Owners: Steven and K.C. Artley
CH. ENTWOOD IVAN GROZNY, JC. Owners: Gale D. Snoddy and Tom and Leslie Carroll
DC WINDRIFT BELIEVE IN MAGIC, SC. Owners: Jon and Nancy Reimer
CH. K-C’S TALL DRINK OF WATER, JC. Owner: Kasey A. Nelson
CH. CHATAQUA’S VALIMIR OF KYROV, SC. Owners: R.M. Terry, M.A. Heise, S. Whittington and A. Sorbie
DC GLADKII VETER LIGHTNING BOLT, SC. Owners: R. Silguero, D. & B. Burkholder and C. Judd
CH. RUSSIAN MOONLIGHT SONATA. Owners: Marlene Sapp and Lois Spiers
Brood Bitch Class - 1st
CH. VIRISHINA SWEET PEA, CD, JC
Owners: Chris Bradley and Sherry Neigum

Brood Bitch Class - 2nd
CH. RISING STAR’S NOFRETARY
Owner: Nadine Johnson

Brood Bitch Class - 3rd
CH. WYVERN RUSH ‘N STYLE OF KAMEOZ
Owner: Kitty G. Sawyer

Brood Bitch Class - 4th
CH. KRISTUL SWEET NIKITA, JC
Owner: R. Lynn Shell

SILKENSWIFT MIDNITE WHIRLWIND. Owner: Bonnie Dalzell
CAZIMIR’S UNA BIRKLITZA. Owner: Trudi Jensen
CH. ADRIENNE SERANADE IN BLUE. Owners: Monica E. Barry
and Janis A. Leikam
DEL SOL ALGOL, CD, JC. Owner: Susan Van de Water
CH. RAYNBO’S FAIRY TALE PRINCESS, SC. Owners: Roni and
Jennifer Zucker
LOTHLORIEN BETTE ZEPHYR’S REACH. Owner: Dr. Elizabeth A.
Coney
CH. MONARCH CHRYSAL CHANDELIER. Owners: Tammy and
Shawn Smith
CH. STILLWATER COOL WATER. Owner: Charles R. Tyson
CH. TAHOE’S BELLE O’CHIHAWK. Owners: Tami L. Marshall and
K.C. Artley
CH. AZUMA BRAVE NEW WORLD, JC, NA, NAJ. Owners: Sharon
E. Johnson and David A. Gordon
CH. BABOTIKA’S FANTAZIYA, JC. Owner: Shirley Garrett
CH. SUNBURST AMAZINGRACE TROYBIKO. Owners: Garnett
Thompson and Heather Andrews
CH. PHAEDRA JULIET V PORCELAIN. Owner: Margaret Picone
CH. ROYALE SHALIMAR OF KYROV, CD, JC. Owners: Todd and
Toby Brandtman
CH. STARAJA RUSSA B’NESSA LEGENDE, JC. Owner: Patricia
Sargeant, DDS
CH. GLADKII VETER MYSTIC FIRE. HM788704/02. 7/2/98.
Breeders: D. Wavely and C. Judd. By Ch. Klasyk Chulista Ivan Yakenof,
SC – Ch. Gladkii Veter Golden Dragon. Owners: D. Burkholder and R.
Silguero
SVORA HIGH ECHELON, JC. HM977312/05. 8/14/01. Breeders:
Shirley and Michael McFadden. By Ch. Zimistraija Mozart Play For
SV’SShin, JC – Ch. Svora’s String of Pearls Chat, JC. Owners: Rhea and
Jasper Russo
SECRET GARDEN NOEL. HM641553/01. 2/22/96. Breeder: Mary
Moran. By Ch. Secret Garden Song of Songs – Chowhaven Hanna.
Owner: Mary Moran-Richter

AB
CH ZABA V A WINTER BERRY, JC. Owners: Irina Terra and Kristina
Terra
Brace Class - 1st
WIND 'N SATIN TY SLEZI OF DOSHD & WIND 'N SATIN TY SLEZI OF ZEMNY
Owner: Mary Childs

Brace Class - 2nd
CAZIMIR'S INSTANT WINNER & CAZIMIR'S ICON
Owner: Trudi Jensen

Brace Class - 3rd
SUNBURST SERPA KOART AT RUSHWIND & SUNBURST SYSKIQU AT RUSHWIND
Owners: Karen Greenhill and Garnett Thompson

Brace Class - 4th
SECRET GARDEN NAZAREI OF LARA & CH. SECRET GARDEN NAZIMOVA
Owners: Nancy and George Snook

SIR LANCELOT OF PARADISE VALLEY. Owners: Todd and Toby Brandtman and Joe and Maggie Michael
LADY GUINEVERE OF PARADISE VALLEY. Owners: Joe and Maggie Michael and Todd and Toby Brandtman

SHEFARO KYRIE’S CIRCE. Owner: Sherry Faye Rodarmor
SHEFARO VIDA’S PALOMA. Owner: Sherry Faye Rodarmor

Junior Showmanship continued

NOVICE SENIOR
2 KADENCE BODARD. #19900328003. SZZAN’S FLEUR DELACOUR. LQ746982 (Canada). 8/15/01/ Breeders: Suzanne Goodchild and David Barclay. By Taugo’s B Flyte of Ryzann – Astragorn Southern Cross. Owners: Cherie Hunchak and Suzanne Goodchild (Daughter)

OPEN JUNIOR
2 MAVIS GREENHILL. #19921013001. SUNBURST SERPA KOART AT RUSHWIND. HM995319/08. 1/20/02. Breeder: Garnet Thompson, By Ch. Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyrov, SC – Ch. V’Indra’s Odessa of Sunburst. Owners: Karen Greenhill and Garnett Thompson (Granddaughter)
**Best in Junior Showmanship / 1st Open Junior - AMELIA GREDSYS**

**CH. JUBILEE GOVERNS THE NIGHT**

HM942083/05, 2/15/01. Breeders: Cynthia and Paul Gredys. By Ch. Renaissance General Patton, CD, JC – Ch. Kyrov’s Jubilante Hallelujah

Owner: Cynthia Gredys and Chris Swilley (Daughter)

---

**Novice Junior 1st - CASSANDRA CEDENO**

**CH. GLADKII VETER MYSTIC FIRE**

HM788704/02, 7/2/98. Breeders: D. Wavely and C. Judd

By Ch. Klasyx Chulista Ivan Yakenof, SC – Ch. Gladkii Veter Golden Dragon. Owners: D. Burkholder and R. Silguero (Granddaughter)

---

**Novice Junior 2 - AUBREY DORSEY**

**WIND ‘N SATIN IN A PINCH.**


---

**Novice Junior 3 - DENIS MICHAEL GONGRE**

**GA VRIL LAUREATE GRIS GRIS.**

HM917587/02, 6/14/00. Breeders: Michael and Shirley Rehberg, Rachel Rehberg-Gongre and Monica Barry. By Ch. Nonsuch Prince Charming – Gavril Bewitched. Owners: Michael and Shirley Rehberg, Rachel Rehberg-Gongre and Monica Barry (Son)

---

**Open Senior 1st - HANNAH GREDSYS**

**CH. JUBILEE BREATH OF LIFE**

HM942083/01, 2/15/01. Breeders: Cynthia and Paul Gredys

By Ch. Renaissance General Patton, CD, JC – Ch. Kyrov’s Jubilante Hallelujah. Owner: Cynthia Gredys and Chris Swilley (Daughter)

---

**Open Senior 2 - STUART McGRAW**

**#19870730003. CH. KELCREST BROLIN HEAT WAVE.**


Judge’s Critique: General Specials
by Dr. Gerda Kennedy

It was an honor to judge the Borzoi Club of America, Inc. Centennial National Specialty Show. It was the most exciting experience in judging that I have ever had.

How can I thank everyone for this wonderful experience of a lifetime? I was allowed to touch and caress these beautiful aristocratic creatures. They made my heart fill with love and admiration.

The management of the show was excellent. The breed has so very much improved in temperament, type, structure and movement. I had many excellent Borzois and not enough ribbons to hand out.

I was very pleased to see the loving connections between handlers, dogs and bitches. The spirit of the Borzois, their handlers and the visitors was wonderful. The sportsmanship was great! I loved every minute. It was a happy time of showing, caring, sharing and judging.

The management of the show was excellent. Barbara O’Neill, the President, is the perfect leader, with a “heart of gold”. My ring stewards, Dr. Asa Mays and Mrs Karen Mays, are the “best of the best”. Their excellent support made my assignment a joy!

My three (3) top winners:

BOB Ch. Otime Red Sky and Night (owners: Robin Casey and Susan Sills): He is elegant and masculine with a ground covering stride from well-angled stifles and hocks. His front legs reached well out with pastern strong and spryng. His back was rising a little at the loins in a graceful curve as requested in the Borzoi standard. His balance was perfect, his elegant head and expression was as the standard so well defines. His temperament extremely pleasing.

BOW J.A.Y. JP Raiga at Meyta (owner: Laura Hyatt): Very same excellent qualities as my BOS winner. She was smaller, more moderate, excellent balance, movement and temperament.

BOS Ch. Majenkir Solara (owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona): She very much pleased me with all the qualities so well described in our standard. Excellent head, expression, temperament, size, balance, topline, tail set, angulation and movement.

I gave 10 Awards of Merit. All were excellent Borzois with small variations.

I would like to offer the following suggestions:

• One needs to perform on a loose lead and the handler needs to be aware of the right speed to bring out the best in the movement.
• Balance, angulation, topline, tailset, type and temperament is well described in the Borzoi standard.
• The excellent dog standing should also be the excellent gaiting dog. The perfect gait is not the bone structure alone, it is the combination of mind, bone, muscle, and ligament. It is necessary to pay attention to the gait in slow motion and extended gait.

• It is most important to choose the breeding program by “quality” and “genetics” and not alone by “show wins”.

Thank you for the honor to judge your Show! Again, my best wishes to all. Stay happy and love your precious Borzois!

Judge’s Critique: Bitch Classes
by James Heard

Any judge worth his salt is tempted to cushion himself, to qualify his expertise or moderate his authority, or plead special circumstance to hedge the fact that it’s an awesome thing for anyone to judge on so important an occasion.

And when that one who is invited regards judging to be at the very core of the sport, you will appreciate why even lameness might be a gift from the gods on the day of the show. It is even more awesome when the judge you have invited just happens to know that the word “invite” first came from the gambling tables of Southern France in the 17th Century and meant at that time, “to call one’s bluff.”

I can assure you that I felt very much “invited” as I entered the ring to begin my assignment. However, I did not cushion, plead or hedge in the least bit, for I was too honored by the beautiful entry and more that grateful to BCOA for the unique honor to judge at this prestigious event. Long ago I learned that about all we can do regarding the best things that happen to us is to accept them, to be grateful for them, and try somehow to live up to them.

Special thanks to Barbara O’Neill for the many kind ways she assisted me from the very beginning of this assignment. And to Shen Smith and Carol and Ron Spritzer for hospitality extraordinary! Kudos and special thanks, indeed, to Karen and Asa Mays for expert stewardship throughout the week-long event.

I had the pleasure of watching Carol Spritzer adjudicate the 6-9 month puppy bitch class, and immediately there was a standout. The first place selected by Carol was a lovely, well-constructed puppy in good coat with flowing sidegait.

Seabury Cameo at Greyhaven was handled by owner, Marilyn Polfsuss. Cameo is a very courageous puppy; her outstanding movement carried the class.

Thirty-two 9-12 month puppy bitches to choose from and I certainly could have used more ribbons. It was my pleasure to award first place to Hemlock Hollow Sky-Diver, as she was shown to perfection by her breeder/owner/handler Christine Danker. The best part about Sky-Diver is her scrumptious overall balance. Her entire body fills the hand and eye and she moves beautifully.

A 12-18 class of twenty-eight, and every one of the placers could win majors on another day. Majenkir My Fantastasia was presented by her breeder/owner Karen Staudt-Cartabona; co-owners, Roni and Jennifer Zucker. My Fantastasia was a lovely white, elegant youngster who does not disappoint on the go-round; the down and back was pleasing as well.

The winner of the Novice Class of fifteen entries was Majenkir My Vixen, breeder/owner Karen Staudt-Cartabona. She is a well-constructed bitch in good coat, lovely side gait, but yielded in the winners class to magnificent competitors.

A Bred-by-Exhibitor class of forty-six entries and the depth of quality filled me with such overwhelming pleasure. I am compelled to mention all four placers. Karen Staudt-Cartabona handled her Majenkir Milovna, an elegant, white lady with flawless up and down, magnificent drive,
Best in Triathlon
DC MUFASA’S MIDNITE O’SILKENSWIFT, SC
HM688728/05. 1/3/97. Breeder: Vanessa Johnson
By DC Kalakirya Howff Phoenix, SC – FC Silkenswift Ebony Rose, CD
Owner: Bonnie Dalzell

2004 BCOA TRIATHLON SCORE SHEET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entrant</th>
<th>Obedience Bonus</th>
<th>Conformation Bonus</th>
<th>Lure Coursing Bonus</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FC Téine Firebird Vanishing Point, &quot;Strider&quot;</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>76.25</td>
<td>227.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickolai Yenoty Schlaeger, CDX, FCh., &quot;Shaeffer&quot;</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>73.75</td>
<td>229.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Téine Kiss the Drummer, CD, &quot;Drummer&quot;</td>
<td>86.75</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>232.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC Mascha’s Call of the Wild Hunt, SC, FCh., &quot;London&quot;</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>75.75</td>
<td>220.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC Melockoff Entwood Weekend Warrior, MC, FCh., &quot;Ender&quot;</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>74.25</td>
<td>193.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitrino High Chaparral, JC, &quot;Tori&quot;</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>76.25</td>
<td>227.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC Entwood Isle of Fury, MC, LCX, FCh., &quot;Furry&quot;</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>74.25</td>
<td>221.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majenkir Impriabella, NACC, NACM, FCh., &quot;Mira&quot;</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>76.75</td>
<td>234.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Varykino Glider’s Heritage, NACC, NACM, &quot;Vanya&quot;</td>
<td>86.25</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>233.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Mufasa’s Midnite O’Silkenswift, SC, LCM, &quot;Midnite&quot;</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>74.75</td>
<td>251.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Silkenswift Blaze of Chaos, CD, LCM4, SORC2, &quot;Blaze&quot;</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>225.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Del Sol Algol, JC, LCM2, GRC, CGC, &quot;Demon&quot;</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>74.25</td>
<td>230.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Nickolai Bolshoi Windsong, CD, JC, FCh., &quot;Elise&quot;</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>71.75</td>
<td>207.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Khrisnaya Rose of Paradise, CDX, SC, &quot;Lena&quot;</td>
<td>80.75</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>74.75</td>
<td>231.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Mandolin-Mielikki The Dance, SC, &quot;Brooks&quot;</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>75.25</td>
<td>228.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Jubilee Breath of Life, CD, CGC, &quot;Neo&quot;</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>240.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Rainmaker Forever More, SC, FCh., &quot;Cloud&quot;</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>245.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Gladkii Vetric Lightning Bolt, SC, &quot;Bolt&quot;</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>232.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Wind’n Satin Beretta, SC, LCM, &quot;Beretta&quot;</td>
<td>93.25</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>73.75</td>
<td>247.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Snowgriffin’s Zima Vissalka, SC, FCh., &quot;Zoya&quot;</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>225.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Téine Faerie Fire Light, SC, &quot;Feya&quot;</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>72.25</td>
<td>203.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. Royale Shalimar of Kyrov, CD, JC, &quot;Shalimar&quot;</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>233.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and the prettiest head I saw all day. Second was Lynne Bennett’s Avalyn’s All About Eve, breeders: Bennett and Nancy G. Katsarelas. Eve was magnificently sound and as good a moving to be found, but not as classic a head-piece as Milovna. Third was Kathy and William Norelli’s Majenkir Tiara’s Gracefulpose, owners/breeders with Staudt-Cartabona. On another day she would easily place higher. And fourth to beautifully balanced Vitrina High Chaparral, JC, breeders/owners Valori and John Trantanella. She was very typey and moved well.

Twenty-nine American Bred entries and immediately there was a standout. Sunburst Halston At Thistledown, breeders: Garnett Thompson, T. Trikosko and R. Terry; owner: Garnett Thompson, was absolutely beautiful. She was very elegant. She was impeccably groomed and presented properly by her very capable handler, Richard Mason Terry. It was a pleasure to have her in the ring.

The winner of the Open class was Regius Rohnoke Moonchild, breeder: Doreen Carlstad, owners: Joel and Camelle Chaney. She was a beautiful specimen and her proportions and balance had to be acknowledged. This was a large, time-consuming class which required two cuts and nothing seemed to faze her. From the moment she entered the class, there was no doubt that she was the bitch to beat. She really caught my attention.

WINNERS BITCH; a group fit for the esteem of czars, indeed! There were seven, but there could have been fourteen. In most classes, you find top dogs and then you compromise. There was no compromising in this group of Lovelies. I wish I had more winners ribbons. There was a fine line between winners and reserve. Reserve Winners was the beautiful Bred By Exhibitor bitch, Majenkir Milovna. She was just stunning! She will have a glorious show career. Winners Bitch was Regius Rohnoke Moonchild from the Open Class. Attitude and showiness are intangibles that make a difference in keen competition. Moonchild responded beautifully throughout and attitude had a lot to do with it - especially at the very end. She was gorgeous!

The BCOA Centennial National Specialty will certainly be one of my treasured dog memories. I believe in dreaming, and the noble Borzoi is one of my dreams made visible. §

**Triathlon 2nd**

**DC Wind ‘n Satin Beretta, SC**

HM738888/01. 12/12/97. Breeders: M. Childs, R. Rucker and F. Stull
By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Evian Rokaro – Kristul Xxotic Sserafina
Owner: Mary Childs

**Triathlon 3rd**

**Ch. Rainmaker Forever More, SC**

HM916585/01. 4/14/00. Breeder: Johanna Lind-Vilpponen. By Rainmaker Another Dream – Vilpertin Elegantnaja
Owners: Joyce C. & Roger F. Katona

**Triathlon 4th**

**Ch. Jubilee Breath of Life**

HM942083/01. 2/15/01. Breeders: Cynthia and Paul Gredys
By Ch. Renaissance General Patton, CD, JC – Ch. Kyrov’s Jubilante Hallelujah. Owner: Cynthia Gredys and Chris Swilley
**LGRA Best of Breed**

**CH. JUBILEE’S HEAVENLY CREATION JC FCH GRC**

Breeder: Cynthia & Paul Gredys

By Ch. Renaissance General Patton

CD - Ch. Kyro’s Jubilante Hallelujah. Owner: Dawn & Jeff Hall & Cindi Gredys

---

**LGRA Best Opposite Sex**

**LOTHLORIEN DAMIEN ZHARKOV LCM**

Breeder/Owner: Katie Kaltenborn & Shirri Peak

By DC Silkenswift Blaze of Chaos LCM4 SC - Zephyr’s Reach Vixen Lothlorien

---

**ASFA BOB & Overall Open Stake**

**MAYBERRY’S GONE WITH THE WIND JC GRC**

Breeder/Owner: Pam Mayberry

By DC Téine Mayberry Light Speed LCM3 SC - FC Mayberry’s Color Me Gone SC LCM

---

**ASFA Overall Field Champion Stake**

**MAJENKIR IMPRABELLA NACC NACM FCH**

Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

By Ch. Majenkir Impressive - Majenkir Mirabella. Owner: William & Karen Ackerman

---

**ASFA Veteran Stake**

**CH. SNOWGRIFFIN’S ZIMA VISSALKA FCH SC CGC**

Breeder: Robin Casey

By Ch. New Moon Why Ask Why SC - Folly Qtrs’ Yasna Caseynovna. Owner: Maggie Rice

---

**FIELD EVENTS**
Open, Stake A
1. Phoenixx Colour My World JC, Marcia & Edmund Obregon
2. Silkenswift Ambassador, Tom Golcher & KC Thompson
3. Svora’s Solfeggietto At Aria - Richard Terry, Rita Linck & S. McFadden
4. Sunburst Hallegget At Thistle Down, Garnett Thompson.
NBQ. Vitrina High Chaparral, Valori & John Trantanella

Open, Stake B
2. Silkenswift Rider of the Storm, Renee McCartin
3. Romashka’s Aramas, Tom Golcher & KC Thompson
4. Mielikki’s Dragon Attack JC, Amy Hough
NBQ. FC Audruid Bremen’s Technetium Of Ryhka SC, Diana Darling & Paul Anuta

Open, Stake C
1. Silkenswift Stardust, Bonnie Dalzell
2. Tahoe’s Hot Streak, Steven & K. Carol Artley
3. CH Borscana Nordic Light SC, John & Lorrie Scott
4. Silkenswift Lady In Red JC, Rebecca Peters-Campbell & Melissa Pearce
NBQ. Chataqua La Magie Continue JC, Sara Whittington & Wayne Rowe

FCH, Stake A
2. FC Mielikki Spread My Wings SC LCM, Al Schemel, Robin Schemel & Renee McCartin
3. FC Téine Firebird Vanishing Point SC FCH, Anne Midgarden
4. Del Sol Spitzer JC LCM GRC, Susan Van de Water
NBQ. Silkenswift Eskarina JC FCH, Bonnie Dalzell

FCH, Stake B
1. CH Jubilee’s Heavenly Creation JC FCH GRC, Dawn Hall, Jeff Hall & Cindi Gredys
2. Tsarytsin Entzucken Reise JC FCH, Ronny Blackstock
3. Del Sol Full Metal Jacket JC FCH GRC, Kimberlee Henriksson & Susan Van de Water
4. Lothlorien Damien Zharkov LCM, Katie Kaltenborn & Shirri Peak
NBQ. FC Mascha’s Call Of The Wild Hunt SC FCH CGC, Walt Ford, Anne Ford & Ralph Jamison

FCH, Stake C
1. FC Mielikki’s Fairy King SC FCH, Renee McCartin
2. DC Rising Star Kalipso SC FCH, R. Lynn Shell, Victor Whitlock & Nadine Johnson
3. FC Lithium’s White Gengar Of Ryhka MC, Diana Darling & Paul Anuta
4. DC Téine Phoenixx Firey Fantasia SC FCH, Anne Midgarden

NBQ. CH Rainmaker Forever More SC FCH, Joyce & Roger Katona

Veteran Stake
2. DC Téine Mayberry Light Speed SC LCM3, Pamela Mayberry
3. DC Silkenswift Blaze’s Darkfire LCM6 GRC, Bonnie Dalzell
4. Kalakiyra Howff Noel Caerlin LCM4, Leigh Littleton & Linda Harbertson
NBQ. Am/Can CH Mandolin Mielikki The Dance SC, Pat Hardy

Our thanks to Kelly Brunarski for the racing photos on this page
High Score in Regular Obedience Classes / 1st Novice Class B - 197.5

CH. TÉINE INTRINSIC, CD, JC, NA, NCJ
HM877097/02. 1/29/00. Breeder: Anne Midgarden, DVM
By Ch. Téine Intrepid, JC – Ch. Foxwood’s Vata The Windruler
Owners: Rich and June Mintchell and Anne Midgarden, DVM

High Combined Score Open & Utility - Open B 195, Utility A 191

TÉINE LYRICAL MAGIC OF RIJU, JC, CDX, OA, OAJ
HM863609/09. 11/7/99. Breeder: Anne Midgarden, DVM
By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Ch. Meyta’s Donya
Owners: Rich and June Mintchell
Obedience Award of Merit (Utility A / Open B)
CH. WOODACRES’ ROZANA OF KANSAI, CDX, CGC
HM7800065/03. 7/16/98. Breeders: K. Murray and R. Smith
By Ch. Wind ’n Satin Komazuar – Ch. Adair N’ Hug Chanel, CD, JC
Owner: Rebecca B. Smith

Obedience Award of Merit (Utility B / Open B)
NICHOLAI CHARA ZEDOARY, JC, UDX
HM518105/01. 5/8/94. Breeder: Bonnie Nichols
By Freeflight’s Freudian Slip – Nickolai Han Chersonese, SC
Owner: Sandra Hilbert

Obedience Award of Merit (Brace - 186)
VERA’S MAGIC HAPPENS AT STERLING, CD & VERA’S MY STELLING TREASURE. OWNERS: JEAN AND LISA BRAUNER AND LISA COLE
3/26/01. Breeders: Jean E. Brauner and K. Boro
By Falconcrag Orestes – Vera’s Lord Have Mercy, CD
Owners: Jean and Lisa Brauner, Lisa Cole and G. Schmid (Magic)

UTILITY ‘B’
1 193 NICHOLAI CHARA ZEDOARY, JC, UDX. HM518105/01. 5/8/94. Breeder: Bonnie Nichols. By Freeflight’s Freudian Slip – Nickolai Han Chersonese, SC. Owner: Sandra Hilbert

UTILITY ‘A’

OPEN CLASS ‘B’

OPEN CLASS ’A’


AOM NQ NICHOLAI CHARA ZEDOARY, JC, UDX. HM518105/01. 5/8/94. Breeder: Bonnie Nichols. By Freeflight’s Freudian Slip – Nickolai Han Chersonese, SC. Owner: Sandra Hilbert


NOVICE CLASS ‘A’


NQ CH. SNOWGRIFFIN’S ZIMA VISSALKA, SC. HM707544/01. 6/14/97. Breeder: Robin Casey. By Ch. New Moon Why Ask Why – Folly Qtrs’ Yasna Caseynova, JC. Owner: Maggie Rice


197.5 CH. TEINE INTRINSIC, CD, JC, NA, NCJ. HM877097/02. 1/29/00. Breeder: Anne Midgarden, DVM. By Ch. Teine Intrepid, JC – Ch. Foxwood’s Vata The Windruler. Owners: Rich and June Mintchell and Anne Midgarden, DVM

NOVICE CLASS ‘B’


2 191 CH. KIROV MONOCEROS, SC. HM782307/06. 6/26/98. Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing. By Ch. Kirov Nantahala, SC. Owner: Barbara E. Ewing


3 191 CH. KIROV MONOCEROS, SC. HM782307/06. 6/26/98. Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing. By Ch. Meyta’s Dostoevski – DC Kirov Nantahala, SC. Owner: Barbara E. Ewing


187 VERA’S MY STERLING TREASURE. HM959458/03. 3/26/01. Breeders: Jean and Lisa Brauner and Lisa Cole


186.5 DC WIND ‘N SATIN BERETTA. HM738888/01. 12/12/97. Breeders: M. Childs, R. Rucker and F. Stull. By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Evian Rokaro – Kristul Xxotic Sserafina. Owner: Mary Childs

AB MORGANDELL LIL RED CORVETTE, JC. HP027299/01. 9/11/02. Breeder: Cyndi Dell. By Ch. Morgandell Auburn Sierra – Stillwater Mtn Laurel. Owners: Rebecca and Farron Peffer

NQ DC SILKENSWIFT BLAZE OF CHAOS, CD. HM526094/01.

NQ CH. MANDOLIN-MIELIKKI THE DANCE, SC. HM733614/03.


NQ DC GLADKII VETER LIGHTNING BOLT, SC. 6/17/98.

NQ CAROUSEL’S SWORD DANCER. HM742208/05. 12/20/97.

NQ NICKOLAI RYNDAR RIVER AZIZA. HP030052/06. 11/22/02.
Breeder: Anne Midgarden, DVM. By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Ch. Meyta’s Donya. Owner: Teresa J. Burks, DVM


NQ CH. VITRINA HIGH CHAPARAL, JC. HM978010/04. 10/20/01.
Breeders: Valori and John Trantanella. By Ch. Amberwind Fire in the Dark – Ch. Vitrina Zibeline, SC, CD, NA, NAJ. Owners: Valori and John Trantanella

NQ NQ CAROUSEL’S SWORD DANCER. HM742208/05. 12/20/97.

NQ CH. BOOKSTOR MY MAJENKIR GEM. HM936061/02.

NQ ENVOGUE BLACK RIPPLE, CD. HM976931/01. 4/29/95.


NQ TC. VERA’S MAGIC HAPPENS AT STERLING, CD. HM959458/02.

NQ NQ CH. MANDOLIN-MIELIKKI THE DANCE, SC. HM733614/03.


NQ DC GLADKII VETER LIGHTNING BOLT, SC. 6/17/98.

NQ CAROUSEL’S SWORD DANCER. HM742208/05. 12/20/97.
Breeders: Maryann Conran, By Ch. Abidjan’s Kissthesky – Ch. Carousel’s American Beauty, CGC. Owner: Maryann Conran

Ariel Duncan


NQ CH. NONSUCH MIRAGE IN THE MIST, CD. HM865383/06.

CH. BOOKSTOR MY MAJENKIR GEM. HM936061/02.

CH. ENVOGUE BLACK RIPPLE, CD. HM976931/01. 4/29/95.

CH. L’BJORZOI’S STUBBEN SCANDICA. HM838032/03.


NQ CH. NONSUCH MIRAGE IN THE MIST, CD. HM865383/06.

NQ NQ CH. MANDOLIN-MIELIKKI THE DANCE, SC. HM733614/03.


NQ DC GLADKII VETER LIGHTNING BOLT, SC. 6/17/98.

NQ CAROUSEL’S SWORD DANCER. HM742208/05. 12/20/97.
Breeders: Maryann Conran, By Ch. Abidjan’s Kissthesky – Ch. Carousel’s American Beauty, CGC. Owner: Maryann Conran

Ariel Duncan


NQ CH. NONSUCH MIRAGE IN THE MIST, CD. HM865383/06.

CH. BOOKSTOR MY MAJENKIR GEM. HM936061/02.

CH. ENVOGUE BLACK RIPPLE, CD. HM976931/01. 4/29/95.

CH. L’BJORZOI’S STUBBEN SCANDICA. HM838032/03.

PRE-NOVICE CLASS
1 197 VERA'S MY STERLING TREASURE. HM959458/03. 3/26/01. Breeders: Jean E. Brauner and K. Boro. By Falconcrag Orestes – Vera’s Lord Have Mercy, CD. Owners: Jean and Lisa Brauner and Lisa Cole

2 193.5 CH. CAROUSEL'S ILLIONS, JC. HM537088/01. 9/9/94. Breeder: Maryann Conran. By Wania’s Valentino – Ch. Carousel’s American Beauty, CGC. Owner: Maryann Conran


GRADUATE NOVICE CLASS


VETERAN CLASS
1 184 CH. ABIDJAN’S MYCHTAR OF FERLINKA, CD, NA, NAJ. HM638695/05. 4/27/96. Breeders: Cathy Nasierowski and Denise and Charles Hamilton. By Ch. Majenkir Timotheus Seven – Ch. Steppeland Katrina of Abidjan. Owners: Debra West and Cathy Nasierowski


BRACE
1 191 CH. WOODACRES’ ROZANA OF KANSAI, CDX, CGC. Owner: Rebecca B. Smith & WIND ‘N SATIN SECRETIVE CALLER. Owner: Rebecca B. Smith

Best in Puppy Sweeps / 1st 15 - 18 Months Bitch
BLACKMOOR ENCHANTRESS
Breeders: Karen Wilkin, Christina Shepard, Laura Hyatt and Wayne Miller
By Ch. Blackmoor Kallisto – Ch. Blackmoor Illusion of an Angel
Owners: Laura Hyatt, Karen Wilken, Christina Hart and Debbie Stidham

Best Opposite Sex In Puppy Sweeps / 1st 6 - 9 Months Dog
WIND 'N SATIN TY SLEZI OF ZEMNY
Breeder: Mary Childs
By Ch. Osdow Au Fjascho, JC x DC Wind ’N Satin Ty Kaa, SC, LCM
Owner: Mary Childs
Sweepstakes 6 - 9 Months Dog - 1st
WIND ‘N SATIN TY SLEZI OF ZEMNY
Breeder: Mary Childs
By Ch. Ox'dow Au Fjascho, JC x DC Wind ‘N Satin Ty Kaa, SC, LCM
Owner: Mary Childs

Sweepstakes 6 - 9 Months Dog - 2nd
HUNTERS RUN JAZZTIME
Breeders: James H. and Susan McCartney
By Ch. Warwind Jazz City Blues – Po Dusham Heart and Soul
Owners: Kathryn H. and James F. Wright

Sweepstakes 6 - 9 Months Dog - 3rd
ARIA’S THE QUIET MAN
Breeders: Rita M. Linck and Richard Mason Terry
By Ch. Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyrov, SC – Ch. Kyrov’s Pyxis of Bartok
Owners: Rita M. Linck and Richard Mason Terry

Sweepstakes 6 - 9 Months Dog - 4th
MEYTA’S MARCHÉ DU MONDE
Breeder: Laura Hyatt
By Ch. J.A.Y. JP Raijin at Meyta – Meyta’s Godiva at Chihawk
Owner: Laura Hyatt

SWEEPSTAKES DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 - OTHER ENTRIES
ASTARA ZLATKO OF FOLLY QUARTERS’. Owner: Margaret E. Rice
STARAJA RUSSA ETAN REVELSTONE. Owners: Janice McMinn and Jean Patten
WIND ‘N SATIN TY SLEZI OF DOSHD. Owner: Mary Childs
HUNTERS RUN THE JAZZ MAN. Owners: Susan and James H. McCartney
KYROV’S CRIMINAL KISS. Owner: Amy L. Sorbie
WIND ‘N SATIN TUCK EVERLASTING. Owner: Lisa Beth DeChaby
ASTARA RAYNBO’S LUSH LIFE. Owners: Therese and John Healy & Jennifer Zucker
STILLWATER ME TOO. Owner: Charles Tyson
WIND ‘N SATIN TY SLEZI OF VETER. Owner: Aaron Rowlette and M. Childs
IOURY KALINOW. Owner: Pamela Jo Leichtnam
AVALON QUANTUM LEAP. Owner: Sandra Moore
PORCELAIN’S ERROL V MELOCKOFF. Owner: Gale D. Snoddy

AB SHEFARO VIDA’S RODEO. Owner: Sherry Faye Rodarmor
AB KINIBI STARFLEET. Owner: Rebecca Peters-Campbell

HUNTERS RUN JAZZ MOVES. Owners: Susan and James H. McCartney
KINIBI ALLSTAR OF ATTAWAY. Owners: Melissa J. Pearce and Rebecca Peters-Campbell
RENAISSANCE RED STAR O’ PENDRAGON. Owner: Debb Meyer
AVALON RIGHT TEMPTATION. Owner: Mary Childs
SIR LANCELOT OF PARADISE VALLEY. Owners: Todd and Toby Brandtman and Joe and Maggie Michael
Sweepstakes Dogs, 9 months & under 12 - 1st

**VITRINA ROCKY ROAD TO JUSTICE**

*Breeder: Valori Vig Trantanella*

*By Vitrina Rocky Mountain High – Ch. Vitrina L’Étoile du Nord*

*Owner: Valori Vig Trantanella*

---

Sweepstakes Dogs, 9 months & under 12 - 2nd

**HEMLOCK HOLLOW FIRST FLIGHT**

*Breeders: Paul and Christine Danker and Barbara Skinner*

*By Korsakov’s Music Man White Sage, JC x Ch. Sky Run Catera, CDX, AX, AXJ*

*Owners: Christine and Paul Danker*

---

Sweepstakes Dogs, 9 months & under 12 - 3rd

**INVERNESS REIGN OF AMBERWIND**

*Breeder: Elizabeth A. Coney, DVM*

*By AmberWind The Highlander – LothLorien Bette Zephyr’s Reach*

*Owner: Susan Mallonee*

---

Sweepstakes Dogs, 9 months & under 12 - 4th

**LEGENDE’S E-EMPORER OF ALL CZARS**

*Breeder: Patricia Sargeant, DDS*

*By Ch. Quiessence Rush N’ On Time – Ch. Staraja Russa B’Nesa Legende, JC.*

*Owner: Patricia Sargeant, DDS*

---

**SWEEPSTAKES DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 - OTHER ENTRIES**

- TZIRINA ROYAL FIREWORKS SVERSHIN. *Owner: Terry Ann Doane*
- HH SKY RUN ROAD TRIP. *Owners: Dave and Margie Milne and Barbara Skinner*
- VENTO DANZA ASURA. *Owner: D. Burkholder*
- LEGENDE’S E-PRINCE IRON HORSE. *Owner: Patricia Sargeant, DDS*
- TZIRINA SEVEN GOTHIC TALES. *Owners: Rhea and Jasper Russo*
- SEABURY’S CABARET. *Owner: Pat Hardy*
- INVERNESS KEEN. *Owner: Marilyn and Dick Poole*
- LEICRO’S RUSSIAN ZTARSTRIKE. *Owners: Gale D. Snoddy and Lillemor Croneryd*
- SEABURY’S SPLENDIFEROUS. *Owner: Jan Saab*
- TIERRA PINA CAYENNE. *Owners: Billie and Liz Thibeaux*
- VENTO DANZA AUSTRI. *Owners: Roy Silguero and D. Burkholder*
- TZIRINA ROCKY ROAD TO JUSTICE. *Owner: Valori Vig Trantanella*
- SIREN SONG BACK IN THE USSR. *Owner: Stephen Sims*
- NEW MOON KING’S RANSOM. *Owners: Cynthia Lastaukas and S. Sills*
- DOLINA ISLANDS IN THE STREAM. *Owner: Daniel Radford*
- SECRET GARDEN ARKHANGEL. *Owner: Mary Moran-Richter*
- AVIANN ABSOLUTE CELEBRATION. *Owner: Viann Clements*
- VENTO DANZA POSEIDON. *Owner: D. Burkholder*
- AURORAL’S ACROSS TIME SIRIUS. *Owners: Jon and Jennifer Steele*
- SECRET GARDEN WALK ON WATER. *Owner: Mary Moran-Richter*
- **AB** SHEFARO TATIANA MAESTRO FLASH. *Owner: Sherry Faye Rodarmor*
- **AB** JUBILEE HALLEE’S ROCKET. *Owners: Dawn and Jeff Hall*
- **AB** INVERNESS HAVOC. *Owner: Dr. Elizabeth A. Coney*
- **AB** LEGENDE’S E-ARCHDUKE IMPERIAL. *Owner: Patricia Sargeant, DDS*
- **AB** HEMLOCK HOLLOW SKY-RIDER. *Owners: Christine and Paul Danker*
Sweepstakes Dogs, 12 months & under 15 - 1st
KANSAI’Z XACTLIAZIAM
Breeders: Karen Murray and Mary Childs
By Ch. Wind ‘N Satin Komazuar x Wind ‘N Satin Beguiled
Owner: Karen Murray

Sweepstakes Dogs, 12 months & under 15 - 2nd
RADOST JACOBS WELL DEL VIENTO TR
Breeders: Barbara Binder and Lynda Gillaspey
By Ch. Kenai’s Alderbaran – Ch. Santa Clara del Viento, JC
Owners: Lynda and Kirk Gillaspey and Patricia and James Hillyard

Sweepstakes Dogs, 12 months & under 15 - 3rd
SHEFARO FABIANA’S ARIES
Breeder: Sherry F. Rodarmor
By Ch. Zchatsaj’s Shefaro Guillermo – Ch. Shefaro Marino’s Fabiana
Owner: Carol A. Olson

Sweepstakes Dogs, 12 months & under 15 - 4th
AZUMA ECHOVESNA NHERITHE WIND
Breeders: Sharon E. Johnson and David A. Gordon
By Ch. Kishniga Echovesna Test Pilot – Ch. Azuma Brave New World, JC, NA, NAJ
Owner: Harriet J. Goldner

Sweepstakes Dogs, 12 months and under 15 - Other Entries
CHIHAWK WINDRIFT SIR LIAM. Owners: Tami L. and Peggy Marshall
KIROV DANCE TO MUSIC AT H.P. Owners: Anne and Walter Ford
ARIA’S CRY HAVOC. Owners: G. & R. Barden
SVORA’S SENTINEL. Owners: Shirley and Michael McFadden
STARDUST’S WHOLE LOTTA LOVE. Owners: Diane T. and Walton Clement III
MAJENKIR MY CROSSFIRE. Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
WARWINDS NIGHT MOVES. Owners: Barbara Tyler Lord, Frederick Lord, DVM and Joe Lord
SVORA’S STONEHENGE. Owners: Shirley and Michael McFadden
AB RADOST TAZEB JASPER DEL VIENTO. Owners: Elizabeth Whitehead and Lynda Gillaspey
AB WARWINDS NIGHT TRAIN. Owners: Barbara Tyler Lord, Frederick Lord, DVM and Joe Lord
Sweepstakes Dogs, 15 months & under 18 - 1st
TIMATUCK KHANZADE KARMA
Breeders: Marcia Timmins and Katrina Averill
By Ch. Echovesna Zorro – Khanzade’s Winter Olympic Gold
Owner: Karen Thier

Sweepstakes Dogs, 15 months & under 18 - 2nd
KSAR BELISARIUS YAMATO
Breeders: Susan Pennington and Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir My Way – Ch. Ksar Majenkir Gifted
Owners: Susan Pennington and Kyoko Ozeki

Sweepstakes Dogs, 15 months & under 18 - 3rd
CH. YEGOROV SEAS THE CHANGE
Breeders: Seija and Jari Piippo
By Gordienko Av Fjascho – Khanzade’s Rosemary Finn
Owners: Dora and Gene McDonald

Sweepstakes Dogs, 15 months & under 18 - 4th
TAHOE’S HIGH BIDDER
Breeders: Steven and K.C. Artley
By DC Tahoe’s Bold Bidder, SC – DC Windrift Tahoe Ode To Joy, MC
Owners: Steven and K.C. Artley

Sweepstakes Dogs, 15 months and under 15 - Other Entries
NICKOLAI RYNDA R CALADRIUS. Owner: Bonnie E. Nichols
NICKOLAI RYNDA R PHOENIX. Owner: Colleen Thiboutot
KISHNIGA’S LOVE’S LABOUR LOST AT HI TOR. Owners: Patti Coles and Dr. Richard Meen
SUNBURST HUNTSMAN OF MECHTA. Owner: Garnett Thompson and Marilyn McGraw
ROKARO’ MYRRDIN AT HI TOR. Owner: Kathryn E. Fleming
TIMATUCK’S KHANZADE COAL. Owner: Marcia Timmins
KISHNIGA’S PERCHANCE TO DREAM AT HI TOR. Owners: Patti Coles and Dr. Richard Meen
SUNBURST HALLUELAH AT OSITO. Owner: Garnett Thompson
CH. YEGOROV SEAS THE MEMORY. Owners: Dora and Gene McDonald
Sweepstakes Bitches, 6 months & under 9 - 1st

SEABURY CAMEO AT GREYHAVEN

Breeder: J. Sillers
By Ch. Greyhaven Stalking Moon – Ch. Seabury Sylvan Nadia
Owner: Marilyn Polsfuss

Sweepstakes Bitches, 6 months & under 9 - 2nd

PORCELAIN OPAL INNOCENCE

Breeder: Margaret Picone
By Ch. Entwood Ivan Grozny, JC – Ch. Phaedra Juliet V Porcelain
Owner: Margaret Picone

Sweepstakes Bitches, 6 months & under 9 - 3rd

SAVLADAI MISTY RAIN

Breeder: Helen W. Lee
By Zimistraija Andante Savladaí SV – Savladai Whispering Wind
Owner: Helen W. Lee

Sweepstakes Bitches, 6 months & under 9 - 4th

AVALON RUMOR OF ANGELS

Breeder: Sandra Moore
By Au Druid Bremen’s Thorium of Ryka – Avalon Culloden Heather
Owners: Mary Childs and Dora McDonald

SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 - OTHER ENTRIES

KINOBI STARDANCE RADOST. Owners: Lynda and Kirk Gillaspey

ARIA’S WAKE OF THE RED WITCH. Owners: Rita M. Linck and Richard Mason Terry

PORCELAIN DUSHA BRIZ. Owners: Ethel M. Luke-Pugh and Mike Pugh

PORCELAIN RACHEL. Owner: John Picone

ARIA’S TEXAS TERROR. Owners: Rita M. Linck and Richard Mason Terry

PORCELAIN SWEET LEILANI. Owner: Margaret Picone

KINOBI BRODNY STARSHINE. Owner: Fred and Carol and Rebecca Peters-Campbell

RAYNBO’S CATTLEYA O’ASTARA. Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker

SIREN SONG CHERISH THE MOMENT. Owner: Suzanne Liggett

WIND ‘N SATIN TY OSEN OF SLEZI. Owner: Sandra Moore

ISKRA KALINOW. Owner: Susan M. Motisi

PORCELAIN JEWEL OF IMARI. Owner: Marcia Obregon

PUPPY SWEEPS
Sweepstakes Bitches, 9 months & under 12 - 1st
MAJENKIR MEMORIES
Breeders: Karen Miller and Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir My Ksar Way We Were x Ch. Majenkir Silver Mist O’Avalyn. Owners: Lynne Bennett and Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Sweepstakes Bitches, 9 months & under 12 - 2nd
SEABURY’S AUTUMN LIGHT
Breeder: Dr. James Sillers, DVM
By Ch. Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Seabury’s Morning Light
Owner: Dr. James Sillers

Sweepstakes Bitches, 9 months & under 12 - 3rd
HEMLOCK HOLLOW SKY-DIVER
Breeders: Paul and Christine Danker and Barbara Skinner
By Korsakov’s Music Man White Sage, JC x Ch. Sky Run Catera, CDX, AX, AXJ
Owners: Christine and Paul Danker

Sweepstakes Bitches, 9 months & under 12 - 4th
LEGENDE’S E-DUCHESSA EVAGAIL
Breeder: Patricia Sargeant, DDS
By Ch. Quiessence Rush N’ On Time – Ch. Staraja Russa B’Nesa Legende, JC.
Owner: Patricia Sargeant, DDS

Sweepstakes Bitches, 9 months and under 12 - OTHER ENTRIES
SECRET GARDEN ANGEL OF ROYAL SOONER. Owners: Frank and Brenda Young
K-C’S DIBAR UNBRIDLED CHARISMA. Owners: Y. Diane Jacobs, Scott Zonias, James Lenfestey and Eli Zait
TZIRINA CAMILLE SVERSHIN. Owner: Terry Ann Doane
STARAJA RUSSA DASHA ROSCOMMON. Owners: Colleen M. Boyle and Pauline L. Coe
TZIRINA BOTANICAL GARDEN. Owners: Rhea and Jasper Russo
RASSIM’S DORNROESCHEN AT TÉINE. Owner: Anne Midgarden, DVM
SIRIUS TIME QUEST SPIRIT. Owner: LaVonne Novakofski
STILLWATER PEACHES N’ CREAM. Owner: Charles Tyson
BORSCANA PICA PICA. Owner: R. Lynn Shell
SHEFARO’S BLAK JAK BIJOU. Owner: Patty Naulty

LEICRO’S RUSSIAN ZTARGIRL. Owners: Gale D. Snoddy
INVERNESS RISK. Owner: Dr. Elizabeth A. Coney
JUBILEE DUMANAI SOZO. Owner: Cynthia Gredys
LEGENDE’S E-BARONESSA PEARE. Owner: Patricia Sargeant, DDS
SOLOVYEV UGRA. Owners: Lana Locke, S. and G. Laughton
AB VENTO DANZA ONE IN A MILLION. Owner: Mary Childs
AB JUBILEE’S HALLELUJAH HEART. Owners: Mark and Kim Rice and Cynthia Gredys
AB AVIANN LALIQUE. Owner: Viann Clements
AB DOLINA SUGAR HILL. Owner: Susan L. Jacobsen
AB NEW MOON ROYAL BEAUTY BRIGHT. Owners: Cynthia Lastaukas
AB SIRIUS TAPESTRY OF TIME. Owner: LaVonne Novakofski
AB STILLWATER UNBROKEN CIRCLE. Owner: Charles Tyson
PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 12 months & under 15 - 1st
FERN MEYTA EARTHLY DELIGHT
Breeder: Fern E. Johnson
By J.A.Y. JP Raiga at Meyta – Ch. Meyta Fern’s Gabrielle Grace
Owner: Laura Hyatt

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 12 months & under 15 - 2nd
MAJENKIR MY FANTASTASIA
Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir My Way – Majenkir Mirabella
Owners: Karen Staudt-Cartabona and Roni and Jennifer Zucker

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 12 months & under 15 - 3rd
RADOST BONNIECLARE DEL VIENTO
Breeders: Barbara Binder and Lynda Gillaspey
By Ch. Kenai’s Aldebaran – Ch. Santa Clara del Viento, JC
Owners: Barbara Binder and Lynda Gillaspey

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 12 months & under 15 - 4th
AZUMA NTREPID ADVENTURESS
Breeders: Sharon E. Johnson and David A. Gordon
By Ch. Kishniga Eechovesna Test Pilot x Ch. Azuma Brave New World, JC, NA, NAJ
Owners: Sharon E. Johnson and David A. Gordon

SWEETSTAKES BITCHES, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 15 - OTHER ENTRIES

VASKES WAZHNOCT. Owners: Lana Locke and S. and G. Laughton
WINDRIFT CHIHAWK NYMPHET. Owners: Jon and Nancy Reimer
WINDRIFT CHIHAWK NIRVANA. Owner: Helen Fraga
KIROV WINDRIFT FIRE AND RAIN. Owners: Jon and Nancy Reimer
MAJENKIR MY VIXEN ALIY. Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
ADRIENNE ZOOROPA DARE TO DREAM. Owners: J.A. Leikam and P.A. Hull
KIROV MAGGIE MAE. Owners: Steve and K. Carol Artley

AB RADOZNY RED RIDING HOOD. Owner: Deborah Piercefield
AB VYRSHINA ORONZOVA SWEET SIZZLE. Owners: Chris Bradley and Sherry Neigum
AB SHEFARO FABIANA’S MIRABELLA. Owner: Sherry Faye Rodarmor
PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 15 months & under 18 - 1st
BLACKMOOR ENCHANTRESS
Breeders: Karen Wilkin, Christina Shepard, Laura Hyatt and Wayne Miller
By Ch. Blackmoor Kallisto – Ch. Blackmoor Illusion of an Angel
Owners: Laura Hyatt, Karen Wilken, Christina Hart and Debbie Stidham

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 15 months & under 18 - 2nd
KSAR MAJENKIR MY FAIR LADY
Breeders: Susan Pennington and Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir My Way – Ch. Ksar Majenkir Gifted
Owners: Susan Pennington and Mickey Koss

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 15 months & under 18 - 3rd
CH. TAHOE WINDRIFT HEIRLOOM
Breeders: Steven and K.C. Artley
By DC Tahoe’s Bold Bidder, SC – DC Windrift Tahoe Ode to Joy, MC
Owners: Jon and Nancy Reimer

PUPPY Sweeps Bitches, 15 months & under 18 - 4th
TAHOE’S HEIDI HAVOC
Breeders: Steven and K.C. Artley
By DC Tahoe’s Bold Bidder, SC – DC Windrift Tahoe Ode To Joy, MC
Owners: Steven and K.C. Artley

Sweepstakes Bitches, 15 months and under 18 - Other Entries
NICKOLAI RYNDAR CHIMERA. Owner: Bonnie E. Nichols
NICKOLAI RYNDAR RIVER AZIZA. Owners: Marilyn Kivela and Charles R. Mayer
BASNJAN ANGLISKAJA ADAR. Owners: Lana Locke and F. and G. Laughton
KISHNIGA’S AS YOU LIKE IT AT HI TOR. Owners: Patti Coles and Dr. Richard Meen
KISHNIGA’S ALL THAT GLISTENS AT HI TOR. Owners: Dr. Richard Meen and Patti Coles
KISHNIGA’S BRETHRTERN AT HI TOR. Owners: Patti Coles and Dr. Richard Meen
SUNBURST HALSTON AT THISTLEDOWN. Owner: Garnett Thompson
MAJENKIR MY Ksar Michalya. Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
I’m fortunate to have had many highlights in my life. If I never had another one, I’d be satisfied. Well, April 20th and 21st came around and I’ve experienced one of the major highlights in my life. To judge the Sweepstakes classes at the BCOA Centennial National Specialty Show in Ohio has been simply a wonderful experience. It’s an honor I will cherish for the rest of my life. I thank all the membership for this opportunity. I also thank Barbara, Prudence and the rest of the show committee and the professionalism of my three ring stewards, Asa, Karen and Fred.

PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES
Approaching my Puppy Sweeps assignment I knew I’d be looking for a well-put shoulder, a good front and rear and nice flowing sidegait with drive. They should also have a pleasing headpiece and a soft expression. I believe I found that in all my placements and in a lot of cases in my non-placements. I also thought it would be the young bitches that I would look forward to judge. I’m happy to say, this year the girls did not outshine the boys.

The puppies were of good structure, moved well, presented well and were well behaved. We should be proud of and look forward to the youngsters coming up.

All of my class placements displayed good shoulders, topline, and clean movement. I saw plenty of sidegait with reach and drive. There were good fronts and surprisingly at this age true going away. Missing teeth were not a problem throughout the classes and most of them let me check! There were however, more flat toplines than I would like to have seen.

6 – 9 Dogs
There were plenty of young dogs in this class with good reach and shoulders. My four placements all had rear drive that stood out. The winner of the class and Best of Opposite Sex to Best in Puppy Sweepstakes, handsome Wind ‘N Satin TY Slezy of Zemny, is a complete package at this age, handled well and under control.

9 – 12 Dogs
Vitrina Rocky Road to Justice beat some very good dogs. He’s a handsome dog with a wonderful shoulder and top line. This was a very nice class to judge.

12 – 15 Dogs
Kansai’z Xactliazam was wonderful to go over; a nice solid body. All the winners displayed fluid movement.

15 – 18 Dogs
Timatuck Khanzade Karma, a smaller handsome dog, had a little extra drive and a smoother gait than my second place winner. Another good class to judge; however, my first and second place winners stood out.

6 – 9 Bitches
This was a difficult class to judge. They all displayed good fluid movement. Seabury Cameo at Greyhaven, a very pretty and big puppy, was clean and a joy to look at.

9 – 12 Bitches
I was particularly happy with all four placements. We should see good things from each of them. Majenkir Memories had lots of drive and a wonderful shoulder and today out-moved the other dogs to take the placement.

12 – 15 Bitches
Fern Meyta Earthly Delight was correctly named. She was a delight; however just barely out-moving the 2nd place bitch in the end.

15 – 18 Bitches
In a class where several dogs were evenly matched, Blackmoor Enchantress stood above the rest with her consistency and maturity; a lovely well-angulated bitch with a powerful rear. However, it wasn’t until the Best in Sweepstakes class that I thought she had a chance to win it all. There were several bitches that were in contention.

It was a delight to watch the eight winners go around the ring. They all displayed what I believe to be the most efficient movement; an easy-going un-laboring gait, with the extension to cover ground. However, Blackmoor Enchantress took my breath away every time I watched her and became my Best in Puppy Sweepstakes.

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES
For those of us who are not licensed judges and are fortunate to judge multi-winning Borzoi at Nationals; and when you’ve only seen them at other Nationals or only in photos; then you can understand the thrill of judging Veterans Sweeps. I had no idea I would enjoy judging Veterans Sweeps as much as I did. For those of you who hung in to the bitter end, maybe in a way, I enjoyed it too much.

First, I’d like to give credit to all the caretakers of the entries; you should be proud of how well your Veterans competed. No one labored around the ring. Even when I gave the option of making smaller circles, they were able to take the long route around. It was wonderful to see all the Veterans aging well. All the classes were difficult due to how well the dogs competed. Being a person who likes to look at sidegait, I considered how well they held onto their shoulder assembly, fronts and conditioning. I made cuts to the classes to pay special attention to those that had fit my bill.

In choosing my Best of Opposite Sex in Veterans, the two handsome dogs I was considering both showed they could still compete with the youngsters. I chose my winner, Ch. Majenkir Caramon of Avalyn from the “8 years and under 9” class, due to the smoothness of his movement.

My Best in Veteran Sweepstakes came from the class I enjoyed the most of my entire assignment, again from the “8 years and under 9” class. This class was packed with girls I would love to have in my backyard and also who could still compete and win on a regular basis.

It was extremely difficult coming up with my winner of the class, Ch. Monarch Chrystal Chandelier. She moved impeccably and was well presented.

As you can see, I’ve relied heavily on movement when making my considerations. I believe when I see good movement I’ll find a good front and hindquarters when I go over them. With the number of entries, it was easy to find dogs to consider.

Once again I thank you from the bottom of my heart for this opportunity.
Best in Veteran Sweeps / 1st 8 years and under 9 Bitch

CH. MONARCH CHRYSTAL CHANDELIER

Breeders: Tammy and Shawn Smith and Chris and Patti Neale
By Ch. Tamarzi Lord Oliver Grifalcon – Ch. Sylvan Evangeline, SC
Owners: Tammy and Shawn Smith

Best Opposite Sex in Veteran Sweeps / 1st 8 years and under 9 Dog

CH. MAJENKIR CARAMON OF AVALYN

Breeders: Lynne and Mike Bennett and Karen Staadt-Cartabona
By Majenkir Dandy Man – Ch. Majenkir Athena of AVALYN
Owners: Lynne and Mike Bennett
**VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES DOGS, 7 YEARS AND UNDER 8**

1. **WARWIND JAZZ CITY BLUES.** Owners: James H and Susan McCartney and Kathryn and James Wright  
   CH. QUIESSENCE RUSH N’ ONTIME. Owner: Robin Casey  
   CH NONSUCH SONG SPARROW. Owner: Veni Harlan  
   SAESI NATION’L NOKOUT O’ABIDJAN. Owners: Mary Magee and Sally Long  
   CH. ATTAWAY KYROV STAR KISSED, JC. Owner: Melissa J. Pearce  
   CH. RISING STAR CONQUISTADOR. Owners: Paul J. and Diane Spohn  
   CH. ABIDJAN’S MYCHTAR OF FERLINKA, CD, NA, NAJ. Owners: Debra West and Cathy Nasierowski  
   DC MUFASA’S MIDNITE O’SILKENSWIFT, SC. Owner: Bonnie Dalzell  

**AB**  

**CH. MAJENKIR IMPRESSIVE.** Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

---

**VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES DOGS, 8 YEARS AND UNDER 9**

1. **CH. MAJENKIR CARAMON OF AVALYN.** Owners: Lynne and Mike Bennett  
   CH. AMBERWINDS ON THE WILD SIDE. Owner: Susan Mallonee  
   DC TÉINE WINDMASTER OF FOXWOOD, SC. Owners: Dr. C. Moyer, Dr. K. Brunarski and Dr. A. Midgarden  
   CH. VARYKINO GLIDER’S HERITAGE. Owners: William and Karen Ackerman  
   CH. KISHNIGA’S THE TEMPEST. Owners: Dr. Richard Meen and Patti Coles  
   CH. CHATAQUA’S VALIMIR OF KYROV. Owners: R.M. Terry, M.A. Heise, S. Whittington and A. Sorbie  
   DC CHATAQUA DRACONIAN LULABY G-A, SC. Owners: R. Lynn Shell, Sara Whittington and Wayne Rowe

---

**VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES DOGS, 9 YEARS AND UNDER 10**

1. **CH. WIND ‘N SATIN KOMAZUAR.** Owner: Karen Murray  
   CH. ADRIENNE BLUES AFTER MIDNIGHT, CD. Owners: E.A. Moon and J.A. Leikam  
   CH. CAROUSEL’S ILLIONS, JC. Owner: Maryann Conran  
   CH. TAMARZI’S PRIVILEGE OF DAVIDOFF. Owner: Michele Ray  
   **AB**  
   **CH. MAJENKIR NOVIK MILY.** Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona  
   **AB**  
   **CH. RUSSIAN MOONLIGHT SONATA.** Owners: Marlene Sapp and Lois Spiers

---

**VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES DOGS, 10 YEARS AND OLDER**

1. **CH. KSAR PO DUSHAM ARUBA.** Owner: Alice M. Reese  
   CH. CHATAQUA’S DESERT RAIDER OF KYROV. Owner: Susan Van de Water  
   DC WIND ‘N SATIN LEGENDMASTER, CD, SC. Owner: Lynn Wall  
   DC SILKENSWIFT BLAZE OF CHAOS, CD. Owners: Bonnie Dalzell and James R. Saklad, MD

---

**VETERAN SWEEPS**

---
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VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES, 7 YEARS AND UNDER 8

1 CH. KYROV KINOBIR DANCING STAR, JC. Owner: Rebecca Peters-Campbell
CH. VIRSHINA MIMOSA. Owners: Chris Bradley and Sherry Neigum
CH. VIRSHINA SWEET PEA, CD, JC. Owners: Chris Bradley and Sherry Neigum
CH. AMURR’S DRAGONHEART. Owner: Estate of Lucia A. Garcia
CH. MYTARKA BLACK TRILLIUM. Owners: Marian D. McNeil and Lee Pryor
CH. VIRSHINA ROSE OF PARADISE, CDX, SC. Owners: Todd Brandtman

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES, 8 YEARS AND UNDER 9

1 CH. MONARCH CHRYSTAL CHANDELIER. Owners: Tammy and Shawn Smith
CH. WYVERN RUSH ‘N STYLE OF KAMEOZ. Owner: Kitty G. Sawyer
CH. WIND ‘N SATIN MIKALA LILAC RIDGE. Owners: Donald and Karen Kostishack and Mary Childs
CH. EGYPT’S LOTUS OF THE WILD HUNT, JC. Owners: Jane Berardi-Malloy and G. Ariel Duncan
CH. DEL SOL ZIGEUNERIN OF KYROV, JC, NAJ. Owner: Susan Van de Water
CH. RISING STAR’S NOFFRETARY. Owner: Nadine Johnson
CH. RAYNBO’S FAIRY TALE PRINCESS, SC. Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker
LOTHLORIEN BETTE ZEPHYR’S REACH. Owner: Dr. Elizabeth Ann Coney
CH. VITRINA ZIBELINE, CD, SC, NA, NAJ. Owners: Valori and John Trantanella
CH. WHITE NILE OF THE WILD HUNT, SC. Owners: Mary C. McDonald and G. Ariel Duncan

AB CH. MELOCKOFF’S SKY RUN SOUFFLE, JC. Owner: Gale D. Snoddy

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES, 9 YEARS AND UNDER 10

1 CH. STARDUST’S MOONAGE DAYDREAM. Owners: Diane T. and Walton Clement III
CH. ADRIENNE SERANADE IN BLUE. Owners: Monica E. Barry and Janis A. Leikam
DEL SOL ALGOL, CD, JC. Owner: Susan Van de Water
DC WINDRIFT TAHOE PRISCILLA, MC. Owners: Jon and Nancy Reimer
CH. GREYHAVEN HOLLY. Owner: Lydia W. Pruett
CH. NICKOLAI BOLSHOI WINDSONG, CD, JC. Owners: Suzanne Grant and Bonnie E. Nichols
CH. KENAI KISS THE GIRL, SC. Owners: Robin and Lesley Clifford

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES, 10 YEARS AND OLDER

1 CH. GREYHAVEN SOLITUDE STANDING, CD, JC, NA. Owner: Valori Vig Trantanella
CH. KRISTUL SWEET NIKITA, JC. Owner: R. Lynn Shell
BLUE RAVENS GHOST. Owner: Jennifer Lyle-Miller
CH. VERNOR VIEW CHRISTY. Owner: Dr. James Sillers
CH. THAT’S-A MAGIC DRAGON. Owner: Mary Piron
CH. SIRIUS AURORAL RUBY B. Owner: LaVonne Novakofski
CH. QUESSEENCE LOUISANNA CRUDE, JC. Owner: Jessica Baker

AB WILLOWWIND’S LUCKY ZOE. Owner: Deena Barnes
AB CH. ALLEGRO’S DRAGONESS TIAMAT. Owner: Mary Piron
AB CH. TAM-BOER’S TIAKA. Owner: Lena S. Tamboer
AB ASTARA’S BRING ON THE LUCIE. Owner: Carvey Graves
AB CH. MAJENKIR APRIL O’ AVALYN. Owners: Lynne and Mike Bennett
Best in Futurity / Best Junior Bitch / 1st 12-15 Bitch
MAJENKIR MY FANTASTASIA
HP042918/01. 3/4/03. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir My Way – Majenkir Mirabella
Owners: Karen Staudt-Cartabona and Romi and Jennifer Zucker

Best of Opposite Sex in Futurity / Best Senior Dog / 1st 21-24 Months Dog
TIARRA'S REMBRANDT
By Ch. Majenkir Dignitary at Tiarra – Avalyn Golovka at Majenkir
Owners: William and Kathy Norelli
Futurity Dogs 6 mos & under 9 mos - 1st & Best Jr Dog

HUNTERS RUN JAZZTIME

HP069973/07. 7/26/03. Breeders: James H. and Susan L. McCarthy
By Warwind Jazz City Blues – Po Dusham Heart and Soul
Owners: Kathryn and James F. Wright

Futurity Dogs 6 months & under 9 months - 2nd

AVALON QUANTUM LEAP

HP069222/01. 8/26/03. Breeder: Sandra Moore
By Ch. Avalon Celtic Cross x Stillwater British Echo, FCh
Owner: Sandra Moore

Futurity Dogs 6 months & under 9 months - 3rd

WIND ‘N SATIN TY SLEZI OF ZEMNY

HP072332/03. 9/3/03. Breeder: Mary Childs
By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, JC x DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Kaa, SC, LCM
Owner: Mary Childs

FUTURITY DOGS 6 MONTHS & UNDER 9 MONTHS


AVALON QUERO GOLD. HP069222/07. 8/26/03. Breeder: Sandra Moore. By Ch. Avalon Celtic Cross x Stillwater British Echo, FCh. Owner: Suzanne Liggett

SIR LANCELOT OF PARADISE VALLEY. HP081218/02. 9/10/03. Breeder: Todd and Toby Brandtman. By Ch. Sylvan Seabury Virago x Ch. Royale Shalimar of Kyrov. Owners: Todd and Toby Brandtman and Joe and Maggie Michael

KYROV’S CRIMINAL KISS. HP075232/01. 9/19/03. Breeder: Amy Sorbie. By Ch. Chataqua’s Sparkle of Kyrov – Ch. Windlord’s Radience of Kyrov. Owner: Amy Sorbie

KINOBII STAFLEET. HP078805/05. 9/30/03. Breeder: Rebecca Peters-Campbell. By Silkenstift Black Aster, SC – Ch. Kyrov Kinobi Dancing Star, JC. Owner: Rebecca Peters-Campbell

WIND ‘N SATIN TY SLEZI OF DOSH. HP072332/05. 9/3/03. Breeder: Mary Childs. By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, JC x DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Kaa, SC, LCM. Owner: Mary Childs

AVALON QUINTESSENTIAL. HP069222/06. 8/26/03. Breeder: Sandra Moore. By Ch. Avalon Celtic Cross x Stillwater British Echo, FCh. Owner: Sandra Moore

HUNTERS RUN JAZZ MOVES. HP069973/03. 7/26/03. Breeders: James H. and Susan L. McCarthy. By Warwind Jazz City Blues – Po Dusham Heart and Soul. Owners: Susan and James H. McCartney

KINOBII ALLSTAR AT ATTAWAY. HP078805/03. 9/30/03. Breeder: Rebecca Peters-Campbell. By Silkenstift Black Aster, SC – Ch. Kyrov Kinobi Dancing Star. Owners: Melissa J. Pearce and Rebecca Peters-Campbell


WIND ‘N SATIN TY SLEZI OF VETER. HP072332/01. 9/3/03. Breeder: Mary Childs. By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, JC x DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Kaa, SC, LCM. Owner: Aaron Rowlette and Mary Childs

HUNTERS RUN THE JAZZ MAN. HP069973/06. 7/26/03. Breeders: James H. and Susan L. McCarthy. By Warwind Jazz City Blues – Po Dusham Heart and Soul. Owners: Susan and James H. McCartney

Continued on page 79
Futurity Dogs 9 months & under 12 months - 1st
HEMLOCK HOLLOW FIRST FLIGHT

Futurity Dogs 9 months & under 12 months - 2nd
HH SKY RUN ROAD TRIP

Futurity Dogs 9 months & under 12 months - 3rd
INVERNESS REIGN OF AMBERWIND
HP050959/03. 6/18/03. Breeder: Beth Coney, DVM. By AmberWind The Highlander x Lothlorien Bette Zephyr’s Reach. Owner: Marilyn and Dick Poole

INVERNESS KEEN. HP050959/01. 6/13/03. Breeder: Elizabeth A. Coney, DVM. By AmberWind The Highlander – Lothlorien Bette Zephyr’s Reach. Owner: Marilyn and Dick Poole


VITRINA ROCKY ROAD TO JUSTICE. HP062163/01. 7/7/03. Breeder: Valori Vig Trantanella. By Vitrina Rocky Mountain High – Ch. Vitrina L’Étoile du Nord. Owner: Valori Vig Trantanella

DOLINA ISLANDS IN THE STREAM. HP050670/03. 6/15/03. Breeder: Susan L. Jacobsen. By Ch. Adrienne I’ve Seen That Movie x Ch. SarShanSa Sumatra. Owners: Dena Wilson and Susan L. Jacobsen


AURORAL’S ACROSS TIME SIRIUS. HP048344/06. 5/19/03. Breeder: LaVonne Novakofski. By Ch. P.O.S.H. Echovesna’s Islaev – Ch. Sirius Reach For The Stars. Owners: Jon and Jennifer Steele

VENTO DANZA POSEIDON

Futurity Dogs 9 months & under 12 months - 4th
DOLINA COAT OF MANY COLORS. HP050670/01. 6/15/03. Breeder: Susan L. Jacobsen. By Ch. Adrienne I’ve Seen That Movie x Ch. SarShanSa Sumatra. Owners: Dena Wilson and Susan L. Jacobsen

KAIRON SIRIUS SHOT THRU TIME. HP048344/02. 5/19/03. Breeder: LaVonne Novakofski. By Ch. P.O.S.H. Echovesna’s Islaev – Ch. Sirius Reach For The Stars. Owner: Diana Cunningham

SILVERADO SOARING EAGLE. HP058971/02. 6/7/03. Breeders: Nancy Nichols, Carl Reinhart and Kathryn and James Wright. By Ch. Kajai’s Baby Bootlegger – Ch. Kajai’s Europeana. Owners: Nancy Nichols and Carl Reinhart

SIRIUS TIME ECLIPSED. HP048344/04. 5/19/03. Breeder: LaVonne Novakofski. By Ch. P.O.S.H. Echovesna’s Islaev – Ch. Sirius Reach For The Stars. Owner: LaVonne Novakofski

JUBILEE HALLEE’S ROCKET. HP062655/01. 5/28/03. Breeders: Cynthia and Paul Gredys. By Ch. Wind ’n Satin Kornazuar – Ch. Kyrov’s Jubilante Hallelujah. Owners: Dawn and Jeff Hall


MAJENKIR’S RAFAEL AT MIKAJE. HP060787/01. 4/30/03.
Futurity Dogs 12 months & under 15 months - 1st
MAJENKIR MY CROSSFIRE
HP042918/03. 3/4/03. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir My Way – Majenkir Mirabella
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Komazuar x Wind ‘n Satin Beguiled
Owner: Karen Murray

No Photo Available

Futurity Dogs 12 months & under 15 months - 3rd
ARIA’S CRY HAVOC
HP046768/03. 4/14/03. Breeders: Richard Terry, Rita Linck and Marion Heise
By Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyrov, SC x Ch. Viktor’s Rhapsody in Blue at Cameo
Owners: G. & R. Barden

FUTURITY DOGS 12 MONTHS & UNDER 15 MONTHS
KIROV DANCE TO MUSIC AT HP. HP044151/08. 4/9/03. Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing. By DC Windrift Believe In Music, SC – Ch. Kirov Monoceros, SC, FCh, SGRC. Owners: Anne and Walter Ford
AZUMA ECHOVESNA NHERITHEWIND. HP040207/01. 1/26/03. Breeders: Sharon E. Johnson and David A. Gordon. By Ch. Kishniga Echovesna Test Pilot x Ch. Azuma Brave New World, JC, NA, NAJ. Owner: Harriet J. Goldiner
WARWINDS NIGHT MOVES. HP047111/01. 3/4/03. Breeders: Barbara Tyler Lord, Frederick Lord, DVM and Joe Lord. By Ch. Warwinds Lion Sleeps Tonight – Ch. Warwind Just My Imagination. Owners: Barbara Tyler Lord, Frederick Lord, DVM and Joe Lord
AB WARWINDS NIGHT TRAIN. HP047111/04. 3/4/03. Breeders: Barbara Tyler Lord, Frederick Lord, DVM and Joe Lord. By Ch. Warwinds Lion Sleeps Tonight – Ch. Warwind Just My Imagination. Owners: Barbara Tyler Lord, Frederick Lord, DVM and Joe Lord
AB WARWINDS NAVY BLUE. HP047111/03. 3/4/03. Breeders: Barbara Tyler Lord, Frederick Lord, DVM and Joe Lord. By Ch. Warwinds Lion Sleeps Tonight – Ch. Warwind Just My Imagination. Owners: Barbara Tyler Lord, Frederick Lord, DVM and Joe Lord

Futurity Dogs 12 months & under 15 months - 2nd
KANSAI’Z XACTLIAZIAM
HP042892/03. 3/27/03. Breeders: Karen Murray and Mary Childs
By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Komazuar x Wind ‘n Satin Beguiled
Owner: Karen Murray

Futurity Dogs 12 months & under 15 months - 4th
CHIHAWK WINDRIFT SIR LIAM
By DC Windrift Believe In Magic, SC – Ch. Tahoe’s Belle O’Chihawk, JC
Owners: Tami and Peggy Marshall

By DC Windrift Believe In Magic, SC – Ch. Tahoe’s Belle O’Chihawk, JC
Owners: Tami and Peggy Marshall

No Photo Available

AB KIROV DESPERADO AT ARIA. HP044151/05. 4/9/03. Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing. By DC Windrift Believe In Magic, SC – Ch. Kirov Monoceros, SC, FCh, SGRC. Owners: Rita M. Linck and Richard Terry
AB ORONZOVA VIRSHINA ALL FIRED UP. HP048461/01 1/28/03. Breeders: Chris Bradley and Suzanne Deghi. By Ch. Oronzova Virshina Play With Fire, JC, CD, MX, AXJ, CGC, FCh. x Ch. Virshina Sweet Pea, JC, CD. Owners: Suzanne and Ron Deghi
AB SHEFARO ALEJANDRA’S GUERRERO. HP049181/02. 3/9/03. Breeders: Sherry Faye Rodarmor and Amanda Gihney. By Ch Shefaro Amadeo’s Rodrigo x Ch. Shefaro Aljandra. Owner: Sherry Faye Rodarmor
Futurity Dogs 15 months & under 18 months - 1st  
NICKOLAI RYNDAR CALADRIUS  
HP030052/05. 11/22/02. Breeder: Bonnie Nichols  
By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Ch. Nickolai Vasilev Vermillion  
Owner: Bonnie Nichols

Futurity Dogs 15 months & under 18 months - 2nd  
SUNBURST HALELUWAH AT OISTO  
HP039192/01. 1/11/03. Breeders: Garnett Thompson, Richard Mason Terry and Tomme Trikosko.  
By Ch. Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyrov, SC - Ch. Sunburst Amazingrace v Troybhiko. Owner: Garnett Thompson

Futurity Dogs 15 months & under 18 months - 3rd  
KSAR BELISARIUS YAMATO  
HP031876/01. 11/21/02. Breeders: Susan Pennington and Karen Staadt-Cartabona  
By Ch. Majenkir My Way – Ch. Ksar Majenkir Gifted  
Owners: Susan Pennington and Kyoko Ozeki

Futurity Dogs 15 months & under 18 months - 4th  
NICKOLAI RYNDAR PHOENIX  
HP030052/01. 11/22/02. Breeder: Bonnie Nichols  
By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Ch. Nickolai Vasilev Vermillion  
Owner: Colleen Thiboutot

FUTURITY DOGS 15 MONTHS & UNDER 18 MONTHS  
SUNBURST HUNTSMAN OF MECHTA. HP039192/02. 1/11/03.  
Breeders: Garnett Thompson, Richard Mason Terry and Tomme Trikosko.  
By CH. Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyrov, SC - Ch. Sunburst Amazingrace v Troybhiko. Owner: Garnett Thompson and Marilyn McGraw

SUNBURST HMAXIMUS WILDE. HP039192/04. 1/11/03. Breeders: Garnett Thompson, Richard Mason Terry and Tomme Trikosko.  
By CH. Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyrov, SC - Ch. Sunburst Amazingrace v Troybhiko. Owner: London Wilde

SUNBURST HESTON AT MOONSTAR JP. HP039192/03. 1/11/03.  
Breeders: Garnett Thompson, Richard Mason Terry and Tomme Trikosko.  
By CH. Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyrov, SC - Ch. Sunburst Amazingrace v Troybhiko. Owner: Jiro Takemura

SILVERADO SUN ALSO RISES. HP058971/03. 6/7/03. Breeders: Nancy Nichols, Carl Reinhart and Kathryn and James Wright.  
By Ch. Kajai’s Baby Bootlegger – Ch. Kajai’s Europeana. Owners: Nancy Nichols and Carl Reinhart

HEMLOCK HOLLOW SKY-WARRIOR. HP063961/03. 7/11/03.  
Breeders: Paul and Christine Danker and Barbara Skinner.  
By Korsakov’s Music Man White Sage, JC x Ch. Sky Run Catera, CDX, AX, AXJ. Owners: Judy Adams

INVERNESS HAVOC. HP050959/05. 6/13/03. Breeder: Dr. Elizabeth A. Coney, DVM.  
By AmberWind The Highlander – Lothlorien Bette Zephyr’s Reach. Owner: Dr. Elizabeth A. Coney

SILVERADO FIELDS OF GOLD. HP058971/01. 6/7/03. Breeders: Nancy Nichols, Carl Reinhart and Kathryn and James Wright.  
By Ch. Kajai’s Baby Bootlegger – Ch. Kajai’s Europeana. Owners: Nancy Nichols and Carl Reinhart

HEMLOCK HOLLOW SKY-RIDER. HP063961/04. 7/11/03. Breeders: Paul and Christine Danker and Barbara Skinner.  
By Korsakov’s Music Man White Sage, JC x Ch. Sky Run Catera, CDX, AX, AXJ. Owners: Christine and Paul Danker
Futurity Dogs 18 months & under 21 months - 1st
DEL SOL LORD OF THE DANCE, JC
HN008460/01. 8/22/02. Breeder: Susan Van de Water
By Ch. Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyrov, SC – Ch. Del Sol Belle Starr, JC
Owner: Susan Van de Water

Futurity Dogs 18 months & under 21 months - 2nd
MANDOLIN-DIBAR BOLERO
HP029904/05. 9/15/02. Breeders: Y. Diane Jacobs, Pat Hardy and Kasey Nelson
By Ch. Mandolin-Mielikki The Dance, JC – Dibar’s Krassnaya Roza
Owner: Lynne M. Gillespie

Futurity Dogs 18 months & under 21 months - 3rd
KYROV’S INTENSITY
HN009012/01. 10/3/02. Breeder: Amy Sorbie
By Kyrov’s Blufpoint Stratus – Ch. Kyrov’s Zanaya Del Sol
Owner: Amy Sorbie

Futurity Dogs 18 months & under 21 months - 4th
LAUREATE ADR’N TAKE A BOW AT OZ
HN005984/03. 9/6/02. Breeders: Monica E. Barry and Janis A. Leikam
By Ch. Blackmoor Dust In The Wind – Ch. Adrienne Serenade In Blue
Owner: Janice and Richard Butkowsky

FUTURITY DOGS 18 MONTHS & UNDER 21 MONTHS
LAUREATE ADRIENNE TIERCEL ZOOROPA. HN005984/02. 9/6/02.
Breeders: Monica Barry and Janis Leikam. By Ch. Blackmoor Dust in the Wind – Ch. Adrienne Serenade in Blue. Owners: Janis Leikam and Patricia Hull

LAUREATE ADR’N MYSTIQUE’S TRIBUTE. HN005984/01. 9/6/02.
Breeders: Monica E. Barry and Janis A. Leikam, By Ch. Blackmoor Dust In The Wind – Ch. Adrienne Serenade In Blue. Owners: Ameera Finkelstein and Raphael Finkelstein


AB RENAISSANCE RAPHAEL RHAPSODY. HP014632/04. 7/21/02.
Futurity Dogs 21 mos & under 24 mos - 1st / Best Sr Dog

TIARRA’S REMBRANDT  

Futurity Dogs 21 months & under 24 months - 2nd

MONARCH RIDE THE RAIL  
HP014623/01. 4/20/02. Breeders: Shawn and Tammy Smith  
By Ch. Ksar Po Dusham Aruba – Ch. Monarch Chrystal Chandelier  
Owners: Shawn and Tammy Smith

Futurity Dogs 21 months & under 24 months - 3rd

TIARRA’S MAJENKIR MASTERPIECE  

Futurity Dogs 21 months & under 24 months - 4th

ZABAVA MILKY WAY, JC  
HN007605/04. 7/11/02. Breeders: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra  
By Mariza Forever Glacial – Ch. Zabava Winter Berry, JC  
Owners: Edward and Linda Bourne

FUTURITY DOGS 21 MONTHS & UNDER 24 MONTHS


CH. PO DUSHAM CARIBBEAN CRUISE. HM999057/02. 5/5/02. Breeders: Lou Avant, DVM and Alice M. Reese. By Ch. Ksar Po Dusham Aruba – Ch. Po Dusham Song of the South, CD. Owners: Lou Avant, DVM and Alice M. Reese

KENAI CAST A SPELL AT QAMYO. HN004660/06. 6/18/02. Breeders: Michelle Luckey-Rowton and John Rowton. By Ch. Ryzann’s Cavalcade, JC – Sebranova’s Ramunder of Kenai. Owners: Kathleen Kapaun and Michelle Luckey-Rowton


ARUZIA BLEW BY YOU. HM999789/02. 5/21/02. Breeders: Lorrie Scott and Joy Windle. By DC Aruzia Seattle Blew, SC – Joyous Sky Run Pavanne, SC. Owners: John and Lorrie Scott


ARUZIA RUSH IN BLEW. HM999789/01. 5/21/02. Breeders: Lorrie Scott and Joy Windle. By DC Aruzia Seattle Blew, SC – Joyous Sky Run Pavanne, SC. Owners: John and Lorrie Scott


RAYNBO’S TITANIUM PRINCE AT ASTARA. HN002120/06. 4/29/02. Breeders: Roni and Jennifer Zucker. By Majenkir My Castiron O’Avalyn – Ch. Raynbo’s Fairy Tale Princess, SC. Owner: Carvey Graves

ARUZIA BLEW THUNDER. HM999789/03. 5/21/02. Breeders: Lorrie Scott and Joy Windle. By DC Aruzia Seattle Blew, SC – Joyous Sky Run Pavanne, SC. Owners: John and Lorrie Scott


FUTURITY

2004 NATIONAL SPECIALTY - PAGE 71
Futurity Bitches 6 months & under 9 months - 1st
WIND 'N SATIN TY OSEN OF SLEZI
HP072332/04. 9/3/03. Breeder: Mary Childs
By Ch. Osdow Au Fjascho, JC x DC Wind 'n Satin Ty Kaa, SC, LCM
Owner: Sandra Moore

Futurity Bitches 6 months & under 9 months - 2nd
KINOBI BRODNY STARSHINE
HP078805/07. 9/30/03. Breeder: Rebecca Peters-Campbell
By Silkenswift Black Aster, SC – Ch. Kyrov Kinobi Dancing Star, JC
Owner: Fred and Carol Vogel and Rebecca Peters-Campbell

Futurity Bitches 6 months & under 9 months - 3rd
LADY GUINEVERE OF PARADISE VALLEY
HP081218/01. 9/10/03. Breeder: Todd and Toby Brandtman
By Ch. Sylvan Seabury Virago x Ch. Royale Shalimar of Kyrov
Owners: Joe and Maggie Michael and Todd and Toby Brandtman

Futurity Bitches 6 months & under 9 months - 4th
ARIA'S TEXAS TERROR
HP077881/01. 9/27/03. Breeders: Rita M. Linck and Richard Mason Terry
By Ch. Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyrov, SC – Ch. Kyrov’s Pyxis of Bartok
Owners: Rita M. Linck and Richard Mason Terry

Continued on page 79
**Futurity Bitches 9 months & under 12 months - 1st**

**MAJENKIR MEMORIES**

HP060787/02. 4/30/03. Breeders: Karen Miller and Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir My Ksar Way We Were x Ch. Majenkir Silver Mist O’Avalyn. Owners: Lynne Bennett and Karen Staudt-Cartabona

---

**Futurity Bitches 9 months & under 12 months - 2nd**

**HEMLOCK HOLLOW SKY-DIVER**


---

**Futurity Bitches 9 months & under 12 months - 3rd**

**JUBILEE DUMANAI SOZO**

HP062655/03. 5/28/03. Breeders: Cynthia and Paul Gredys
By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Komazuar – Ch. Kyrov’s Jubilante Hallelujah. Owners: Cynthia Gredys

---

**Futurity Bitches 9 months & under 12 months - 4th**

**VITRINA ROCKY ROAD TO LIBERTY**

HP062163/04. 7/7/03. Breeder: Valori Vig Trantanella
By Vitrina Rocky Mountain High – Ch. Vitrina L’Étoile du Nord. Owner: Valori Vig Trantanella

---

**FUTURITY BITCHES 9 MONTHS & UNDER 12 MONTHS**

**SIRIUS TIMEQUEST SPIRIT**

HP048344/03. 5/19/03. Breeder: LaVonne Novakofski. By Ch. P.O.S.H. Echovesna’s Islaev – Ch. Sirius Reach For The Stars. Owner: LaVonne Novakofski


INVERNESS RISK. HP050959/04. 6/13/03. Breeder: Elizabeth A. Coney. By AmberWind The Highlander – Lothlorien Bette Zephyr’s Reach. Owner: Dr. Elizabeth A. Coney

VITRINA ROCKY ROAD TO VICTORY. HP062163/03. 7/7/03. Breeder: Valori Vig Trantanella. By Vitrina Rocky Mountain High - Ch. Vitrina L’Étoile du Nord. Owner: Valori Vig Trantanella

**SILVERADO SOUNDS OF SILENCE**


**AURORAL’S TIMELESS SIRIUS**

HP048344/01. 5/19/03. Breeder: LaVonne Novakofski. By Ch. P.O.S.H. Echovesna’s Islaev – Ch. Sirius Reach for the Stars. Owners: Jon and Jennifer Steele

**SILVERADO HERE COMES THE SUN**

HP058971/05. 6/7/03. Breeders: Nancy Nichols, Carl Reinhart and Kathryn and James Wright. By Ch. Kajai’s Baby Bootlegger – Ch. Kajai’s Europeana. Owners: Nancy Nichols and Carl Reinhart

**HEMLOCK HOLLOW’S SKY RUN CAYENNE**


**JUBILEE’S HALLELUJAH HEART**


**SIRIUS TAPESTRY OF TIME**

HP048344/05. 5/19/03. Breeder: Nancy Nichols, Carl Reinhart and Kathryn and James Wright. By Ch. Kajai’s Baby Bootlegger – Ch. Kajai’s Europeana. Owners: Nancy Nichols and Carl Reinhart

**Continued on page 76**
Futurity Bitches 12 mos & under 15 mos - 1st / Best Jr Bitch
MAJENKIR MY FANTASTASIA
HP042918/01. 3/4/03. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir My Way – Majenkir Mirabella
Owners: Karen Staudt-Cartabona and Roni and Jennifer Zucker

Futurity Bitches 12 months & under 15 months - 2nd
KIROV EV'RY LITTLE THING SHE DOES
HP0444151/02. 4/9/03. Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing
By DC Windrift Believe In Magic, SC – Ch. Kirov Monoceros, SC, FCh, SGRC
Owner: Barbara E. Ewing

Futurity Bitches 12 months & under 15 months - 3rd
KIROV WINDRIFT FIRE AND RAIN
HP0444151/04. 4/9/03. Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing
By DC Windrift Believe In Magic, SC – Ch. Kirov Monoceros, SC, FCh, SGRC
Owner: Barbara E. Ewing

Futurity Bitches 12 months & under 15 months - 4th
KIROV MAGGIE MAE
HP0444151/09. 4/9/03. Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing
By DC Windrift Believe In Magic, SC – Ch. Kirov Monoceros, SC, FCh, SGRC
Owners: Steve and K. Carol Artley

FUTURITY BITCHES 12 MONTHS & UNDER 15 MONTHS
ARIA’S CARPE DIEM. HP046768/01. 4/14/03. Breeders: Richard Terry, Rita Linck and Marion Heise. By Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyrov, SC x Ch. Viktor’s Rhapsody in Blue at Cameo. Owners: Richard Mason Terry and Rita Linck
AZUMA NTREPID ADVENTURESS. HP040207/02. 1/26/03. Breeders: Sharon E. Johnson and David A. Gordon. By Ch. Kishniga Echovesna Test Pilot x Ch. Azuma Brave New World, JC, NA, NAI. Owners: Sharon E. Johnson and David A. Gordon
WINDRIFT CHIHAWK GEM O’TAHOE. HP047677/12. 4/11/03.

Continued on page 75
Futurity Bitches 15 months & under 18 months - 1st
KSAR MAJENKIR MY FAIR LADY
HP031876/05. 11/21/02. Breeders: Susan Pennington and Karen Staudt-Cartabona
By Ch. Majenkir My Way – Ch. Ksar Majenkir Gifted
Owners: Susan Pennington and Mickey Koss

Futurity Bitches 15 months & under 18 months - 2nd
NICKOLAI RYNDAR AZIZA AIJU
HP030052/08. 11/22/02. Breeder: Bonnie Nichols
By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Ch. Nickolai Vasilev Vermillion
Owners: Rich and June Mintchell

Futurity Bitches 15 months & under 18 months - 3rd
SUNBURST HALSTON AT THISTLEDOWN
HP039192/05. 1/11/03. Breeders: Garnett Thompson, Richard Mason Terry and Tommy Trikosko.
By Ch. Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyriv, SC x Ch. Sunburst Amazgrace v Troybhiko.
Owner: Garnett Thompson

Futurity Bitches 15 months & under 18 months - 4th
NICKOLAI RYNDAR CHIMERA
HP030052/05. 11/22/02. Breeder: Bonnie Nichols
By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Ch. Nickolai Vasilev Vermillion.
Owner: Bonnie Nichols

FUTURITY BITCHES 15 MONTHS & UNDER 18 MONTHS
NICKOLAI RYNDAR RIVER AZIZA. HP030052/06. 11/22/02.
Breeder: Bonnie Nichols. By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC –

SUNBURST HARLOW AT SPARKLING STAR. HP039192/07.
1/11/03. Breeders: Garnett Thompson, Richard Mason Terry and Tommy Trikosko.
By Ch. Chataqua’s Valimir of Kyriv, SC x Ch. Sunburst Amazgrace v Troybhiko.
Owner: Jiro Takemura

NICKOLAI RYNDAR PEGASUS HP030052/07. 11/22/02. Breeder: Bonnie Nichols.
By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Ch. Nickolai Vasilev Vermillion.
Owner: Marsha Duling

KSAR MY MAJENKIR ANTIQUE LACE. HP031876/07. 11/21/02.
Breeders: Susan Pennington and Karen Staudt-Cartabona.
By Ch. Majenkir My Way – Ch. Ksar Majenkir Gifted.
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

FUTURITY DOGS 9-12 MONTHS continued from page 74

Satin Beguiled. Owner: Karen Murray

AB SHEFARO ALEJANDRA’S LEONA. HP049181/04. 3/9/03. Breeders:
Sherry Faye Rodarmor and Amanda Gibney. By Ch Shefaro Amadeo’s Rodrigo x Ch. Shefaro Alejandra.
Owner: Sherry Faye Rodarmor

AB KANSAI’Z XACTLIAZUPLEEZ. HP042892/04 3/27/03. Breeders:
Karen Murray and Mary Childs. By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Komazuar x Wind ’n Satin Beguiled.
Owners: David and Rene Green

AB KANSAI’Z REMARQUE. HP044190/01. 3/5/03. Breeders: Karen
Murray and Pamela Hall. By Kansai’z Grande Isle, JC x Ch. Radozny Lavina at Asgard.
Owner: Karen Murray

AB SHEFARO KYRIE’S LORELEI. HP049181/01. 3/9/03. Breeders:
Sherry Faye Rodarmor and Amanda Gibney. By Ch Shefaro Amadeo’s Rodrigo x Ch. Shefaro Alejandra.
Owners: Amanda Gibney and Sherry Faye Rodarmor

AB WARWINDS NIGHTINGALE. HP047111/02. 3/4/03. Breeders:
Barbara Tyler Lord, Frederick Lord, DVM and Joe Lord. By Ch. Warwinds Lion Sleeps Tonight – Ch. Warwind Just My Imagination.
Owners: Barbara Tyler Lord, Frederick Lord, DVM and Joe Lord
**Futurity Bitches 18 months & under 21 months - 1st**

**WIND 'N SATIN AIN'T MISBEHAV'IN**  
HN004297/01. 8/19/02. Breeders: M. Childs, K. Murray and M. Armstrong  
By Kansai’z Grande Isle, JC – Rokaro Infanta Ikona  
Owners: Barbara Podvin and Mary Childs

---

**Futurity Bitches 18 months & under 21 months - 2nd**

**LAUREATE ADRIENNE TWILIGHT TEAR**  
HN005984/04. 9/6/02. Breeders: Monica E. Barry and Janis A. Leikam  
By Ch. Blackmoor Dust In The Wind – Ch. Adrienne Serenade In Blue  
Owner: Janice McGivney

---

**Futurity Bitches 18 months & under 21 months - 3rd**

**KANSAI’Z IN LIKE FLYNN**  
HN004297/05. 8/19/02. Breeders: M. Childs, K. Murray and M. Armstrong  
By Kansai’z Grande Isle, JC – Rokaro Infanta Ikona  
Owner: Mark and Nancy Zimmerman and Karen Murray

---

**Futurity Bitches 18 months & under 21 months - 4th**

**DIBAR’S JITTERBUG**  
HP029904/01. 9/15/02. Breeders: Y. Diane Jacobs, Pat Hardy and Kasey Nelson  
By Ch. Mandolin-Mielikki The Dance, JC – Dibar’s Krassnaya Roza  
Owner: Y. Diane Jacobs

---

**Futurity Bitches 9-12 months continued from page 73**

---

LaVonne Novakofski. By Ch. P.O.S.H. Echovesna’s Ilsaev – Ch. Sirius Reach For The Stars. Owner: LaVonne Novakofski

---


---

RENAISSANCE AMBRIAL ARIA. HP014632/05. 7/21/02. Breeder: Chris Swilley. By Jubilee Breath of Life – Ch. Virshina Renaissance Topaz, CD. Owner: Chris Swilley

---


---


---


AB   RENAISSANCE AMBRIAL ARIA. HP014632/05. 7/21/02. Breeder: Chris Swilley. By Jubilee Breath of Life – Ch. Virshina Renaissance Topaz, CD. Owner: Chris Swilley


---

AB   SILVERADO EARLY MORNING RAIN. HP058971/06. 6/7/03.  
**Futurity Bitches 21 months & under 24 months - 1st**

**RAYNBO MAJENKIR SWAN PRINCESS**

HN002120/02. 4/29/02. Breeders: Roni and Jennifer Zucker

By Majenkir My Castiron O’Avalyn – Ch. Raynbo’s Fairy Tale Princess, SC

Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker and Karen Staudt-Cartabona

---

**Futurity Bitches 21 months & under 24 months - 2nd**

**SUMMERSTAR CHAMPAGNE DANCER**

HP019078/04. 6/15/02. Breeder: Leslie Henderson

By Aruzia Joyous Nitefire Dance – Ch. Ridgeside’s Champagne Lady

Owner: Lorrie Scott

---

**Futurity Bitches 21 months & under 24 months - 3rd**

**MAJENKIR TIARRA’S GRACEFUL POSE**


Owners: Karen Staudt-Cartabona and Kathy Norelli

---

**Futurity Bitches 21 months & under 24 months - 4th**

**SUMMERSTAR FIRELITE DANCER**

HP019078/03. 6/15/02. Breeder: Leslie Henderson

By Aruzia Joyous Nitefire Dance – Ch. Ridgeside’s Champagne Lady

Owner: Leslie Henderson

---

**FUTURITY BITCHES 21 MONTHS & UNDER 24 MONTHS**


**ZABA V A MIMOSA.** HN007605/06. 7/11/02. Breeders: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra. By Mariza Forever Glacial – Ch. Zabava Winter Berry, JC.

Owners: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra


**AB**

---

**BONSAI LOST CREEK CHICORY.** HP013743/07. 5/23/02. Breeders: Nancy DeChant, Sara Lyons-Goss and Helen Brettell. By Ch. Laureate Adrienne Luminary – Bonsai Colors of the Wind, SC. Owner: Helen Brettell

**SUMMERSTAR NITEFIRE LADY.** HP019078/06. 6/15/02. Breeder: Leslie Henderson. By Aruzia Joyous Nitefire Dance – Ch. Ridgeside’s Champagne Lady. Owner: Leslie Henderson

**BONSAI LIQUID AMBER.** HP013743/03. 5/23/02. Breeders: Nancy DeChant, Sara Lyons-Goss and Helen Brettell. By Ch. Laureate Adrienne Luminary – Bonsai Colors of the Wind, SC. Owners: D. L. and Nancy J. DeChant


**BROOD BITCH CLASS:**

1. CH. KIROV MONOCEROS, SC. HM782307/06. 6/26/98. Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing. By Ch. Meyta's Dostoyevski – DC Kirov Nantahala, SC. Owner: Barbara E. Ewing


8. CH. BONSAI BZANTINUM GOLDEN SEDGE. HP013743/08. 5/23/02. Breeders: Nancy DeChant, Sara Lyons-Goss and Helen Brettell. By Ch. Laureate Adrienne Luminary – Bonsai Colors of the Wind, SC. Owners: Susan Manthou and Nancy DeChant

**STUD DOG CLASS:**


2. CH. AVALON CELTIC CROSS. HM701576/06. 4/18/97. Breeders: Sandra Moore and Charles Tyson. By Ch. Avalon Midknight Highlander, JC, FCh. – Stillwater Blue Mist. Owner: Sandra Moore


FUTURITY Dogs 6-9 months continued from page 66

**AB**
DEL SOL MARS DRAGONFIRE. HP334455/01. 7/26/03. Breeder: Susan Van de Water. By Ch. Del Sol Zen of Kyrov, JC – Ch. Del Sol Belle Starr, JC, CGC. Owner: Susan Van de Water

**AB**
SYLVAN ARMATURA. HP064935/05. 8/16/03. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By Ch. Sylvan Philosopher’s Stone – Ch. Seabury’s Celtic Moonbeam. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

**AB**
DEL SOL SOLAR FIRE. HP334455/04. 7/26/03. Breeder: Susan Van de Water. By Ch. Del Sol Zen of Kyrov, JC – Ch. Del Sol Belle Starr, JC, CGC. Owner: Margaret Lucia

**AB**
SYLVAN ARMATURA. HP064935/05. 8/16/03. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By Ch. Sylvan Philosopher’s Stone – Ch. Seabury’s Celtic Moonbeam. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

**AB**
DEL SOL SAFARI FIRE. HP334455/02. 7/26/03. Breeder: Susan Van de Water. By Ch. Del Sol Zen of Kyrov, JC – Ch. Del Sol Belle Starr, JC, CGC. Owner: Margaret Lucia

**AB**
KYROV’S BLOW ME A KISS. HP075232/06. 9/19/03. Breeder: Amy Sorbie. By Ch. Chataqua’s Sparkle of Kyrov – Ch. Windlord’s Radience of Kyrov. Owners: Elizabeth Toolson and Wayne Bridge

**AB**
DEL SOL REFINER’S FIRE. HP334455/03. 7/26/03. Breeder: Susan Van de Water. By Ch. Del Sol Zen of Kyrov, JC – Ch. Del Sol Belle Starr, JC, CGC. Owner: Margaret Lucia

**AB**
SYLVAN ARCANUM. HP064935/01. 8/16/03. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By Ch. Sylvan Philosopher’s Stone – Ch. Seabury’s Celtic Moonbeam. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

**AB**
DEL SOL SAFARI FIRE. HP334455/02. 7/26/03. Breeder: Susan Van de Water. By Ch. Del Sol Zen of Kyrov, JC – Ch. Del Sol Belle Starr, JC, CGC. Owner: Margaret Lucia

**AB**
KYROV’S BLOW ME A KISS. HP075232/06. 9/19/03. Breeder: Amy Sorbie. By Ch. Chataqua’s Sparkle of Kyrov – Ch. Windlord’s Radience of Kyrov. Owners: Elizabeth Toolson and Wayne Bridge

**AB**
DEL SOL REFINER’S FIRE. HP334455/03. 7/26/03. Breeder: Susan Van de Water. By Ch. Del Sol Zen of Kyrov, JC – Ch. Del Sol Belle Starr, JC, CGC. Owner: Margaret Lucia

**AB**
SYLVAN ARMATURA. HP064935/05. 8/16/03. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By Ch. Sylvan Philosopher’s Stone – Ch. Seabury’s Celtic Moonbeam. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

**AB**
SYLVAN ARMATURA. HP064935/05. 8/16/03. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By Ch. Sylvan Philosopher’s Stone – Ch. Seabury’s Celtic Moonbeam. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

**AB**
WIND ‘N SATIN TY SLEZI OF LYED. HP072332/08. 9/3/03. Breeder: Mary Childs. By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, JC x DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Kua, SC, LCM. Owner: Susan Van de Water

FUTURITY Bitches 6-9 months continued from page 72

**AB**
SYLVAN AMUNET. HP064935/02. 8/16/03. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By Ch. Sylvan Philosopher’s Stone – Ch. Seabury’s Celtic Moonbeam. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

**AB**
KINOBI STARLET. HP078805/01. 9/30/03. Breeder: Rebecca Peters-Campbell. By Silkenswift Black Aster – Ch. Kyrov Kinobi Dancing Star, JC. Owners: Christine Meyers and Shirlee Meyers

**AB**
RENAISSANCE FAITHFUL KNIGHT. HP066913/05. 8/9/03. Breeder: Chris Swilley. By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Komazuar x Ch. Virshina Renaissance Topaz, CD. Owners: Alison Brendel and Chris Swilley

**AB**
HUNTERS RUN DIXIELAND JAZZ. HP069973/04. 7/26/03. Breeders: James H. and Susan L. McCarthy. By Warwind Jazz City Blues – Po Dusham Heart and Soul. Owners: Susan and James H. McCarthy

**AB**

**AB**
It was an honor to be selected by my fellow breeders to judge the BCOA Centennial National Specialty Futurity on April 19, 2004. In my 25+ years of involvement in the sport of purebred dogs, this event will stand out as one of my most memorable and enjoyable experiences.

I found the quality of the puppies and young adults to be very deep. Our job as breeders is, first and foremost, to preserve and maintain the highest quality for the breed as outlined by the standard. To my mind, we should concentrate on preserving the qualities that enable the Borzoi to do the work he was originally bred to do. Strong neck and jaws, balanced structure, sound running gear, proper heart and lung capacity, overall health and correct temperament should be high on the priority list.

As the Futurity competition got underway, I found that photos were to be taken, at least of the first place winners, after each class. Since this could extend the length of the event late into the evening, I decided not to take notes on individual dogs and thus put additional time demands on the exhibits and their handlers.

I’d like to make some comments about the entry as a whole. I found some type and structure characteristics that need attention. Toplines, which appear in many variations in our breed, seem to be a characteristic that is difficult to produce correctly, consistently. An excellent front assembly, in particular, is difficult to obtain and maintain in a breeding program. Breeders must be vigilant about maintaining structural qualities that enable the Borzoi to “chase, catch and hold his quarry.” Areas needing improvement included the size, shape and placement of eyes. I found a number of Borzoi with atypical expression, lacking the slightly oblique eye set with a soft, intelligent expression. I would have liked to see more muzzles with the correct chiseling and veining. Strong, deep lower jaws could have been more in evidence and about 20% of bites were level. Yes, the standard allows for level bites but they seem to be paired with a narrower lower jaw and V-shaped dental arcade that often leads to “popped” lower incisors. I found some poor necksets and a few ewe-necks that are weak and totally incorrect in a coursing hound.

There were some “upper arms” that were straight, usually paired with a front assembly that was set too far forward on the body. Front action on the down and back was not generally as good as rears going away. I believe much of this is due to a lack of front muscular fill in the area of the prosternum and also the forward-placed front assembly seen in some exhibits. This seems to go in cycles – fronts improve for a period and rears become less efficient. Then the reverse occurs – rear assemblies improve and fronts lose some ground. No one told us it would be easy to achieve it all but we must continue to work toward that ideal.

Although length of loin was generally good, a number of dogs lacked muscle in this area and had a narrow, underdeveloped loin. This can be remedied to a great extent through a regular conditioning program. Lastly, I found a number of dogs with a rear assembly lacking proper angulation which, when present, is so important in providing powerful drive off the rear.

The standouts in each class were the Borzoi with the best balance, symmetry and suppleness of movement. Dogs and bitches who had that “Borzoi essence” quality of type combined with a correct topline, a proper front assembly, good rear drive and easy, seemingly effortless, efficient movement, both down and back and from the side, were rewarded. In some classes, many Borzoi had all of these attributes to a great extent and there were not enough awards to give out to deserving hounds. My heartfelt thanks go to the breeders and to BCOA for this wonderful privilege.